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From the Commissioner
As Commissioner for Children and Young People I am required, under the
Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006, to discharge a broad
range of statutory responsibilities to promote and enhance the wellbeing of all
Western Australian children.
Consistent with the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006,
my first full year of operation has focused on creation, consolidation and
collaboration – creating new relationships, consolidating my team and strategic
priorities and collaborating with government, community organisations,
businesses and, importantly, children and young people and their families.
As an advocate for more than 500,000 children and young people in Western
Australia, I provide a voice for those who may speak more softly or less directly
but whose comments, actions, concerns and wellbeing are critical to the future
of our community.
Children and young people are citizens and have positive contributions to make
to our community. However, considerable work is needed to ensure they are
visible in the planning and delivery of services in Western Australia. They are
absent as a priority in many service areas and, in others, do not receive the
attention and investment required. This is despite all we know about the social
and financial benefits of investing in children now and for the future.
During the year, I spoke with more than 550 children and young people in
metropolitan, regional and remote communities and gained insight into the critical
issues facing them. Their views were valuable and reflected the broad social
issues confronting us all. I continued to be impressed by the positive involvement
of children and young people in the community and the interest they have in
helping to shape the future.
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I was pleased to listen to
their views and to represent
them at the highest levels
by attending and presenting
at meetings, forums and
conferences. Following the
change of State Government,
I met with the Premier, Deputy
Premier and many ministers
to ensure the views and needs
of children and young people
were represented in relation to
emerging priorities and a changing
economic environment.
This Annual Report is prepared under very different economic conditions to
2007-08. There is an acute focus on investing wisely and this provides an
opportunity to fund areas that will have maximum effect, be sustainable and
contribute to society. Well-planned and evidence-based funding for children is
such an investment, which will help Western Australia thrive long into the future.
Coordinated and collaborative service delivery is also critical to ensure efforts
are not wasted and social and economic benefits are maximised. My work this
year revealed that many services for children and young people in Western
Australia are fragmented, duplicated or ad hoc. Therefore, I continue to advocate
for improved coordination and collaboration at all levels of government. In
some cases, this means developing new and smarter ways of doing business
and investing in programs that are evidence based. In other cases, it means

more significant structural reform to accommodate improved service delivery,
particularly in the early years of a child’s life.
We must also get smarter about how we measure outcomes to achieve the
best possible results. We need to monitor public and community investment in
children’s services so we continuously build best-practice services and cease
investment in programs that are ineffective.
Australia is a strong, accountable and resilient nation. However, children and
young people remain vulnerable citizens with specific social, emotional and
physical needs. As a strong nation, we need to ensure Federal and State
legislation recognises the distinction between the way adults and children are
treated and the need for support for parents and families to help them provide
the best possible care for their children.
Looking nationally, I believe Western Australia must harness the opportunities
emerging from the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) by ensuring State
policies and programs align with the COAG’s agenda and responding to their
reforms. Considerable work and funding is being invested by COAG and only by
working together can we achieve the most effective outcomes for children and
young people.
The continuing disadvantage of Aboriginal children and young people is a key
issue for COAG and of great concern to me. I support the Prime Minister’s and
Western Australian Premier’s commitment to ‘close the gap’ between Aboriginal
Torres Strait Islander people and wider Australia, beginning “with the little
children”1. In the coming year, I will continue my consultation and advocacy to
encourage government and non-government agencies to build on successful,
evidence-based initiatives to move Aboriginal children to a future of equality,

hope and dignity. This year, I worked closely with Australia’s other Children’s
Commissioners and Guardians to contribute to the COAG processes. Together,
we monitored and responded to the national and COAG agenda.
My office also provided advice on policy and legislation change, formally reviewing
six pieces of draft legislation. Next year, I will continue to encourage government
agencies to consult my office during legislation and policy development so the
impact of legislative or policy change on children and families can be fully considered.
In the coming year, I will also pursue the strategic direction established for my
office this year in my inaugural strategic plan, consolidate my achievements and
continue to collaborate with communities and agencies and advocate strongly for
the needs of our State’s youngest citizens.
I also look forward to reporting on my activities to Parliament through the
Parliamentary Standing Committee. I was pleased to meet with the Committee
four times this year and I would like to acknowledge their active interest and
support for my activities.
Together with my team, I look forward to another busy year in 2009-10 that is
inspired by the input, insight and enthusiasm of children and young people,
their families and the broader community to enhance the wellbeing of our
youngest citizens.

Michelle Scott
Commissioner for Children and Young People Western Australia

1 Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s Apology to Australia’s Indigenous Peoples, http://www.aph.gov.au/house/Rudd_Speech.pdf, 13 February 2008.
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Operating structure
The Commissioner for Children and Young People is an independent
advocate for the more than 500,000 children and young people under
18 years of age living in Western Australia.
The Commissioner listens to the views and concerns of children and
young people, their families and stakeholders, and uses this information,
for example, by making recommendations on laws, policies, programs
and services.
Operating under the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act
2006 (the Act), the Commissioner aims to build a future for children and
young people in Western Australia where they are heard, healthy, safe,
able to reach their potential and are welcomed as valued members of the
community.

Who is the Commissioner?
The first Commissioner for Children and Young People in Western Australia –
Michelle Scott – was appointed in December 2007. Young people were part
of the panel that selected Ms Scott, who was appointed by the Governor of
Western Australia for a term of five years.
Ms Scott has a degree in Social Work and has spent a large part of her working
life in government (local, state and federal) and the not-for-profit sector. Much
of her work has been with families and community organisations who advocate
for improved supports and programs for families. She was most recently the
Public Advocate for Western Australia, protecting and promoting the rights of
people with decision-making disabilities from 2002 to 2007. She has also been
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a member of the Mental Health Review Board and Senior Member of both the
Immigration Review Tribunal and the Social Security Appeals Tribunal.

What does the Commissioner do?
Our mission
To work with children and young people, families, community and government to
enhance the wellbeing of all children and young people in Western Australia.

Our vision
All children and young people in Western Australia are active participants in our
society who are heard, valued, healthy and safe.

Our functions and principles
All of the Commissioner’s work is underpinned by the Commissioner for Children
and Young People Act 2006, which outlines the guiding principles, powers and
broad functions of the office.
In accordance with statutory obligations, the Commissioner:
• advocates for children and young people
• promotes strategies and outcomes which enhance the wellbeing of children
and young people
• monitors the wellbeing of children and young people generally in the
community
• monitors the way in which a government agency investigates a complaint
against it by a child or young person and monitors trends in these complaints

T

t

• promotes the participation of children and young people in decision making
that affects their lives and encourages government and non-government
agencies to include children and young people in decision making
• promotes awareness and understanding in the community about the
wellbeing of children and young people
• consults with children and young people in their communities
• considers and makes recommendations on laws, policies, programs and
services affecting children and young people
• inquires into any matter affecting the wellbeing of children and young people.
The Act requires the Commissioner to give priority to the interests and needs of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people and those who
are vulnerable and disadvantaged.
By law, the Commissioner does not deal with complaints made by or on behalf
of individuals. However, the Commissioner may conduct a special inquiry and
submit a report to Parliament on a matter affecting the wellbeing of children and
young people. In 2008-09, a special inquiry was not convened.

Schedule 1, clause 3 of the Act, which relates to the ‘Working with Children
Checks’, was not proclaimed as at 30 June 2009.

Who does the Commissioner report to?
The Commissioner is directly responsible to the Western Australian Parliament.
On 26 June 2008, the Parliament established a Joint Standing Committee
on the Commissioner for Children and Young People to regularly consult
with the Commissioner and monitor, review and report to Parliament on the
Commissioner’s functions and reporting. The Commissioner met with the
Committee four times during the year.
In 2008-09, the Committee was chaired by the Hon Barbara Scott MLC until her
retirement in May 2009, Mr Martin Whitely MLA (from 22 May 2009 to 18 June
2009), and is currently chaired by Ms Andrea Mitchell MLA.
More information about the Committee is available at www.parliament.wa.gov.au
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Organisational structure
The Commissioner for Children and
Young People has three business
areas, which form the Commissioner’s
core functions – Policy, Legal and
Research; Communication and
Participation; and Corporate Support.
The Commissioner has also created
an Aboriginal Advisor position to
embed the needs of Aboriginal
children and young people across all
areas of work.
An Executive Director Organisational
Development position was also
created in 2008-09, for a period of
up to 12 months, to assist with the
strategic and business development of
the office.

Diagram 1:
Structure of the office of the Commissioner for Children and Young People

Commissioner for Children and Young People
Executive Director
Organisational Development*

Policy, Legal
and Research

Communication
and Participation

Aboriginal Advisor

Corporate Support

Manager Policy, Legal
and Research

Manager
Communication

Aboriginal Advisor

Business Manager

Principal Policy Officer

Corporate
Communications Officer

Executive Officer

Principal Policy Officer

Corporate Events and
Partnerships Coordinator*

Administrative
Support Officer

Senior Policy Officer

Senior Media and
Publications Officer

Administrative
Assistant

Policy Officer

Senior Project Officer*

Trainee
* Temporary position
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Business areas

Communication and Participation

The business areas of the Commissioner for Children and Young People work
collaboratively to achieve positive outcomes for children and young people in
Western Australia.

• developing positive relations and collaborative work practices between the
Commissioner and her stakeholders

In the first half of 2008-09, each area established its inaugural business plan,
performance objectives and measures to guide their activities and outcomes,
which are aligned with the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act
2006, as follows:

Policy, Legal and Research
The Policy, Legal and Research team support the Commissioner by:
• providing comprehensive information, knowledge and expertise in policy, legal
and research areas relating to children and young people
• informing the Commissioner’s advocacy on improving the health and
wellbeing of children and young people in Western Australia

The Communication and Participation team support the Commissioner by:

• enabling the efficient and effective participation of stakeholders, particularly
children and young people
• increasing understanding of, and opportunities for, positive contributions
made to the community by children and young people
• developing an increased awareness of the Commissioner and understanding
of her role among the community.

Corporate Support
The Corporate Support team support the Commissioner by providing
management services and support.
The three main areas of activity of Corporate Support are:

• undertaking consultation with children and young people in Western Australia
on their needs and their views of the issues affecting them

• recruitment and human resources

• consulting and liaising with families, communities, government and nongovernment agencies to understand their views of the needs and issues
affecting children and young people in Western Australia.

• governance, compliance and reporting.

• administration and finance

Commissioner for Children and Young People Annual Report 2008–09
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Strategic business positions
Aboriginal Advisor

Executive Director Organisational Development

The Aboriginal Advisor provides direct support and advice to the
Commissioner by:

The Executive Director Organisational Development provides direct support and
advice to the Commissioner by:

• helping set the strategic direction and development of policies and initiatives
from an Aboriginal perspective

• providing strategic leadership in the development of policies

• assisting the Commissioner to consult most effectively and appropriately
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people and their
families and encouraging their participation and engagement in all functions
of the office

• evaluating governance and business frameworks
• promoting ethical leadership culture that models innovation and customer
service and assists with business and strategic planning.
This temporary position was created for up to 12 months from June 2009.

• negotiating with stakeholders, particularly Aboriginal families, organisations
and communities to achieve positive outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children and young people
• providing advice and assistance to ensure the interests and needs of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people are
appropriately considered in the delivery of services and programs in all
sectors of the community.
This position was advertised nationally twice in the reporting period but, in
both situations, a permanent appointment could not be made. To ensure the
Commissioner was supported in this area, Aboriginal consultants and advisors
were engaged throughout the year.

12
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Staff profile

Executive profile

At 30 June 2009, the Commissioner for Children and Young People employed
20 staff – the equivalent of 17.4 full-time employees – including one employee on
parental leave and one employee on secondment to another government agency.
There was also one position vacant.
Staff summary at 30 June 2009

In 2008-09, the Commissioner employed the following people to lead her
business teams:
Manager Policy, Legal and Research
Caroline Wright

30 June 2008 – 22 August 2008

Helen Shurven

27 October 2008 – 8 May 2009 (on secondment to
Department of Education and Training)

Trish Heath (Acting)

11 May 2009 – 30 June 2009

Full-time permanent

8

Full-time contract

2

Part-time (measured as FTE)

6.4 (including 1 on parental leave)

On secondment

1

Vacancies (not reflected in total)

(1)

Darren Gillespie

Total

17.4

Manager Corporate Support

Manager Communication

Philippa Gardener

18 August 2008 – 30 June 2009

30 June 2008 – 20 January 2009

Jay Townsend (Acting) 21 January 2009 – 30 June 2009
Executive Director Organisational Development
Caron Irwin

22-June 2009 – 30 June 2009
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Operations and activities
The role of the Commissioner for Children and Young People was
established under the Commissioner for Children and Young People
Act 2006 (the Act). The strategic plan that outlines the work of the
Commissioner is informed by her statutory obligations under the Act.

To highlight the connection between the Commissioner’s operational
activities and the legislation under which she works, the related section of the
Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006 is detailed with each
initiative throughout the section.

The activities undertaken by the Commissioner for Children and Young People
in 2008-09 are reported in this section according to the four action areas of the
Commissioner’s Strategic Plan for 2009-2012: What the Commissioner and her
staff will do.
The strategic plan was developed in 2008-09 to guide all of the Commissioner’s
activities to 2012. It links directly with the Commissioner’s Outcome Based
Management Structure and key performance indicators, which contribute to the
State Government’s goal of a ‘greater focus on achieving results in key service
delivery areas for the benefit of all Western Australians’.
The strategic plan also measures how the Commissioner’s activities achieve the
outcome of ‘ensuring the views and issues of children and young people are
acted on’.
There is an interrelationship between the four action areas of the strategic plan:
1.

Consult directly with children and young people

2. Give a voice to children and young people

This crossover is reflected in the following sections to illustrate the impacts and
successes that collaborative initiatives achieved during the year.
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4. Develop a professional environment which values staff, sound research,
evaluation and collaboration

*W

3. Influence policy
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1. Consult directly with children and young people
Aims
•

The Commissioner’s work is informed by the views of children
and young people

•

Children and young people are aware of how their views have
been acted on

Rationale
Reflecting the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006,
the Commissioner promotes the active involvement of children and young
people and is committed to consulting with children and young people and
hearing their views. Through informal discussions, regional visits and formal
consultation, the Commissioner gains understanding and insight into the
views of children and young people. These views inform her advocacy work
and are used directly in her many activities.
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What was achieved?

• alcohol restrictions

Outcome

• participation with children and young people from government and nongovernment agencies.

•

• focus on the mental health needs of children and young people

Increasing numbers of Western Australian children and young people
make their views known to the Commissioner, her work responds to
their comments and they know what the outcomes are.

In 2008-09
• 550 children and young people were formally consulted

More information about policy and advocacy projects initiated or informed by the
views of children and young people in 2008-09 can be found in Action Area 2
and Action Area 3.
In 2008-09, children and young people also had direct input into five key projects
of the Commissioner:

• 11,500+ kilometres were travelled by the Commissioner
• 10 regional areas were visited to consult with community members and
children and young people and their families

• website development

• 9 schools were attended to speak with school children about issues
important to them.

• office location and fit out

Table 1: Number of children consulted under the age of 18 years
2007-08*

2008-09

Target 2009-10

500

550

500

* 2007-08 represents seven months of operation

In response to consultation with children and young people in 2008-09, the
Commissioner initiated research, policy and advocacy initiatives that reflected
their input. This work included promoting:

• Shout Out initiative
• publications, including the Face to Face Annual Reports
• Participation Policy.
Extract 1: Feedback Amelia, aged 11, during the Commissioner’s Shout
Out consultation
“[I enjoyed] Giving my opinion and knowing that it was actually being used to
ditermined [sic] something. It would have been better if we could have drawn
our own designs so you could see what we liked and mixed ideas together
for the final design.”

• positive activities for children and young people in regional and remote
communities
• recognition of the positive involvement of children and young people in
their communities
• education and employment opportunities for children and young people,
especially in regional and remote communities

Commissioner for Children and Young People Annual Report 2008–09
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Regional consultation visits
The Commissioner regularly visits regional
and remote communities across Western
Australia. She meets with and listens to
children and young people, their families
and people that work with them.

Kununurra
Warmun
Mowanjum
Derby
Broome
Fitzroy
Crossing

Legend
Visits in 2008–09
Visits in 2007–08

Port Hedland
Karratha

Halls
Creek

Locations and dates of regional travel 2008–09
Kalgoorlie
15 to 18 July 2008
Broome
4, 5 and 8 August 2008
Mowanjum
6 August 2008
Derby
7 August 2008
Port Hedland
22 and 23 September 2008
Roebourne
24 September 2008
Karratha
25 September 2008
Bunbury
11 to 12 March 2009
Albany
31 March to 1 April 2009
Geraldton
26 June 2009

Roebourne

Locations and dates of school visits 2008–09
Balga Senior High School
Balga Primary School
Challis Primary School
Djidi Djidi Aboriginal School (Bunbury)
Kalgoorlie–Boulder Community High School
Karratha Senior High School
Kingston Aboriginal School (Bunbury)
Koondoola Primary School
Roebourne Primary School

Geraldton
Kalgoorlie
Perth Metro
Bunbury

Albany
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18 March 2009
20 May 2009
15 May 2009
11 March 2009
17 July 2008
25 September 2008
11 March 2009
17 June 2009
24 September 2008

How was this achieved?
1.1 Participation Policy and Strategy for the Commissioner for Children
and Young People developed and implemented
Legislative link
Section 19(n): to consult with children and young people from a broad
range of socio-economic backgrounds and age groups throughout Western
Australia each year
Section 20(1)(c): develop means of consulting with children and young people
that are appropriate to their age and maturity
Section 20(1)(e): adopt work practices that:
i) ensure the Commissioner is accessible to children and young people
ii)	encourage the participation of children and young people in decisionmaking by the Commissioner

Participation Policy and Participation Consent Policy
The Commissioner’s Participation Strategy, incorporating a Participation Policy
and Participation Consent Policy, were both completed in July 2008.
The Participation Policy sets out the processes and practices the Commissioner
and her staff will undertake to listen and respond to children and young people
on the issues affecting their lives. The policy outlines how these views will inform
the Commissioner’s work and how that information will be used to promote the
importance of taking children and young people’s views into account. It also
formalises the Commissioner’s commitment to feeding results back to children
and young people.
The Participation Consent Policy covers more logistical processes such as
determining the type of consent required for different activities, how to obtain
consent from relevant people and how to provide quality information regarding
their participation.

These policies were developed following consultation undertaken in 2007-08,
where the Commissioner gathered views of children and young people in regional
and metropolitan Western Australia about what was important to them when
speaking with and hearing from the Commissioner and other adults. Feedback
from other key stakeholders was also sought and incorporated.
Both policies were used consistently and successfully throughout the year to
guide the Commissioner’s participation activities for projects such as policy
development, the office design, website development, Complaints Guidelines,
internal complaints policy and the Western Australia Museum partnership.
Substantial work was also undertaken during the year to prepare Participation
Guidelines for use by government, non-government and private sectors, which
will be finalised and released late in the 2009 calendar year. For more detail,
see page 26.
1.2 Consultation and research into the wellbeing of children and young
people in Western Australia was commissioned
Legislative link
Section 19(c): to promote and monitor the wellbeing of children and young
people generally
Section 19(i): to conduct, coordinate, sponsor, participate in and promote
research into matters relating to the wellbeing of children and young people

Wellbeing research project
In May 2009, a tender was awarded to Nexus Strategic Solutions to research the
views of children and young people in Western Australia about their wellbeing.
The $233,000 project will provide an understanding of children and young
people’s perception of wellbeing and what contributes to maintaining and
enhancing their wellbeing.
The research will begin in the second half of 2009 and use a range of methods
such as art, verbal feedback, online surveys and outdoor activities to gather the
views of several hundred children and young people between the ages of 5 and 18.
Commissioner for Children and Young People Annual Report 2008–09
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The results will inform the Commissioner’s work and activities from 2010-11
and beyond. They will also provide information to promote public awareness
about issues that impact on the wellbeing of children and young people, with a
view to encouraging government and non-government agencies to implement
or adjust activities to enhance the wellbeing of children and young people across
the State.
1.3 Leading-edge technologies were applied to improve communication
with children and young people across Western Australia
Legislative link
Section 19(b): to promote participation of children and young people in the
making of decisions that affect their lives and to encourage government and
non-government agencies to seek the participation of children and young
people appropriate to their age and maturity

Commissioner’s website
Technology is a major part of the lives of many children and young people. To
ensure the Commissioner works effectively with children and young people in a
way and medium that meet their needs, a new website was developed during
the year and launched in June 2009.
The website promotes the positive contributions of children and young people
and enables online collaboration between the Commissioner and other people
and agencies.
In keeping with the Commissioner’s Participation Policy, the website was developed
after extensive consultation with children and young people throughout the State.
It was also informed by research into the internet habits of 61 young people and
consultation with government agencies and not-for-profit organisations, such as
Office for Youth, Youth Affairs Council of WA, Meerilinga, Centrecare, KalgoorlieBoulder Youth Advisory Council and Aboriginal Legal Service.
Detail about how the website was used to promote the positive contribution of
children and young people in 2008-09, is also outlined on page 25.
20
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1.4 Reported back to children and young people with information on
what happened as a result of their participation
Legislative link
Section 19(b): to promote participation of children and young people in the
making of decisions that affect their lives and to encourage government and
non-government agencies to seek the participation of children and young
people appropriate to their age and maturity
One of the key requests of children and young people during the Commissioner’s
initial consultation in 2007-08 was about the actions the Commissioner would
take in response to the views received. This request was embedded in the
Commissioner’s strategic plan and feedback was subsequently provided
to children and young people after their participation, wherever possible,
throughout the year.
Specific initiatives were undertaken that directly incorporated the input of
children and young people and then reported back to those who participated.
These included:

Complaints Guidelines
The Commissioner has responsibility under the Commissioner for Children
and Young People Act 2006 to monitor complaints systems to ensure they are
responsive to children and young people. To assist agencies and organisations
to respond to complaints from children and young people and their guardians,
and make their complaints systems more accessible and responsive, Complaints
Guidelines were prepared and launched during the year.
Development of the guidelines was informed by theatre-based consultation
undertaken in June 2008. In 2009, the children and young people who
participated received a preview of the guidelines and formal certificates of
appreciation. They were also VIP guests at the launch of the publication in June
2009. More information about this project is detailed under Action Area 2, page 22.

If CNPdrI
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Face to Face Annual Reports
In October 2008, the Commissioner produced summary annual reports for
children and young people. The two reports, both called Face to Face 08, were
for children aged 5 to 12 years and young people aged 13 to 17 years. Copies
were sent to more than 1,200 primary and secondary schools, youth advisory
councils and a range of youth organisations across Western Australia and also
published online.
Students from North Perth Primary School and Aranmore Catholic College were
involved in evaluating and reporting back to the Commissioner their views on
the reports in February 2009. Their comments were condensed into nine key
recommendations, which will be used to improve reports in 2008-09
and beyond.

Shout Out
More than 100 children and young people from across the
State helped the Commissioner in the development of the
Shout Out initiative.

The Commti%iooers

repofl ti, the children o

FACE TO FAC
__Ii"
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Shout Out was developed following feedback from children and
young people who said they would like to communicate with the
Commissioner on important issues, find out what other children
and young people thought and then hear back about how their
views were used.
The Shout Out design was finalised and launched in June 2009.
All of the children and young people involved in the consultation
received a certificate and letter from the Commissioner thanking
them for their contributions and informing them about how their
views influenced the design.

I,
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2. Give a voice to children and young people
Aims
•

The community recognise and value the positive contributions made
by children and young people

•

Children and young people have the ability and opportunity to promote
change for themselves and others

•

Government and non-government organisations include children and
young people in decisions that affect them and give their views serious
consideration

Rationale
Children and young people are our youngest citizens and, as their primary
official advocate in Western Australia, the Commissioner has a responsibility
to represent their views to the community, senior decision makers and
Government. The Commissioner also promotes their involvement in the
community and government decision making.

"
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What was achieved?

Case studies

Outcome
•

Children and young people meaningfully participate in decision
making and the community will increasingly recognise the positive
contributions they are making.

In 2008-09, the Commissioner was involved in a range of projects that
highlighted the value of meaningful participation by children and young people
and promoted how the input of children and young people had been, and could
be, used in decision making.
Through a variety of methods, including submissions, speeches, meetings and
public statements, the Commissioner highlighted the views of children and young
people on critical issues and directed attention towards potential solutions to
improve their wellbeing.
Table 2: Number of public statements distributed or delivered by the
Commissioner
2007-08*

2008-09

Target 2009-10

The following case studies are a sample of the activities and advocacy work
undertaken in 2008-09, which involved children and young people in meaningful
participation and decision making and/or highlighted the positive contributions
they are making to the community.

Submissions: Federal Government’s Green Paper on
Homelessness
In July 2008, the Commissioner joined with the New South Wales Commissioner
to make a joint submission to the Federal Government’s Green Paper: Which
Way Home? A New Approach to Homelessness.
The submission included children and young people’s views of their homeless
experiences and their opinions about how they would like to be supported.
Extract 2: Quote from young man, included in Commissioners’
submission.
“Living with my mum has been when I am happiest... (home) is more about
the people there than the house.”

Publications

0

9

13

Speeches

8

15**

12

Speeches: Hedland Youth Leadership Coalition

Submissions

7

21

10

Media statements

3

37**

30

In September 2008, the Commissioner met with the Hedland Youth Leadership
Coalition (HYLC) – a group of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal young people
who want to make a difference in the Hedland community. The Commissioner
was particularly impressed with the initiatives they were undertaking and
promoted their work in speeches, presentations and meetings with government,
businesses and agencies.

*2007-8 represents seven months of operation
**The higher number of media statements and speeches reflects the amount of information distributed relating to
the Commissioner’s role and function as part of the establishment of the office.

The HYLC was a strong inspiration for the Commissioner as they demonstrate
how young people’s views, ideas and energy can contribute significantly
to improved services and programs for children and young people in the
community. Their work was recognised in the 2009 Western Australian Youth
Awards as the winner in the Citizenship (Group) category.
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Publications: Complaints Guidelines
Following consultation with children and young people, the Commissioner
finalised the Complaints Guidelines for government and non-government
agencies in June 2009.
The guidelines, Are you listening: Guidelines for making complaints processes
accessible and responsive to children and young people, were launched on
9 June 2009. They assist government agencies develop and improve their
complaints systems and make them more accessible and responsive to children
and young people and their guardians, by directly incorporating their views and
suggestions gathered during the Commissioner’s consultation.

(()

Extract 3: Extract from the speech of Ellen, a young person who helped
launch the Complaints Guidelines
“To organisations here today wanting to know what kids would like in a
complaints management system, from my experience I’d suggest four things:
1. Be friendly and approachable
2. Deal with the complaint quickly
3. Protect kids and let them know they won’t get into trouble for complaining
4. S
 ay sorry if you’ve done wrong. It’s just a little word, but it means such a lot.”

p1
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How was this achieved?
2.1 Positive stories about the achievements of children and young
people were identified and promoted
Legislative link
Section 19(h): to promote public awareness and understanding of matters
relating to the wellbeing of children and young people
A key concern of many children and young people the Commissioner met
this year was the perpetuation of negative stereotypes of young people. Many
of them were disappointed at how poorly they were portrayed, particularly in
the media, especially when so many young people are adding value to the
community and actively making a positive difference.
Taking this view on board, a strong focus of the Commissioner in 2008-09 was
to promote positive images of young people in all of her work.

Public statements
The Commissioner maximised opportunities to deliver messages to promote
children and young people at meetings and conferences during 2008-09.
Keynote addresses or major addresses were made at conferences and
events, including:
• 2009 Childcare and Early Childhood Education Conference in April 2009
• Committee for Economic Development of Australia (CEDA) Conference in
March 2009

The Commissioner’s presentations directly promoted the work of the office, the
issues facing children and young people and case studies of best-practice work
being undertaken in the Westerm Australian community. Wherever possible, the
Commissioner included examples where children and young people had brought
about positive change themselves and challenged negative stereotypes.

Media and opinion pieces
The Commissioner issued 37 media statements during 2008-09, developed
specifically to raise awareness and advocate on behalf of children and
young people.
Of those, 20 specifically highlighted how children and young people contribute
positively to the community and the positive work of communities to improve
their wellbeing.
An opinion piece published in The West Australian, titled ‘Children the top priority
for future’, in October 2008 highlighted that the best investment governments
could make was in the health and welfare of children.

Commissioner’s website
The Commissioner’s new website, which went live in June 2009, is designed to
promote the positive contribution of children and young people in the community,
with most pages including images of children and young people positively
participating in activities. The ‘Commissioner and the Community’ page provides
a diary of key activities of the Commissioner and highlights the positive local
programs and activities encountered during visits.

• WA Country Health Network meeting in December 2008
• NAPCAN annual National Child Protection Week meeting in September 2008
• WA State Aboriginal Justice Congress in August 2008.
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2.2 Guidelines for organisations to include children and young people in
decisions that affect them and help them put their plans into action
were promoted
Legislative link
Section 19(b): to promote participation of children and young people in the
making of decisions that affect their lives and to encourage government and
non-government agencies to seek the participation of children and young
people appropriate to their age and maturity
Section 20(1)(d): develop guidelines for government agencies and nongovernment agencies regarding the participation by children and young
people in decisions which affect them
Throughout the year, the Commissioner promoted participation of children and
young people to government and non-government agencies in a range of ways,
for example:
• meeting with youth advisory and leadership councils from around the State
and supporting a stronger role for them in local government processes
• appearing on youth radio stations in Albany and Perth encouraging children
and young people to have a say in their community
• developing a partnership with the Western Australian Museum to include
children and young people in the development of new exhibition galleries
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Case study Western Ausralian Museum – xHIBIT aLBANY
The Western Australian Museum, the Commissioner for Children and Young
People and Millennium Kids Inc worked together to offer young people an
opportunity to have a say about how they think museums should present
exhibitions.
More than 100 children and young people from the Great Southern region were
invited to create a museum exhibition. Millennium Kids trained 50 young people
as facilitators who led a workshop with children to explore their views and ideas
about museums. Young people shared their ideas through an online blog, as
well as talking with community members to share their own inspirations and
unique concepts for displaying and communicating information.
All of the plans and objects were then presented to museum exhibition
designers, who worked with the children and young people to develop the
concepts for an exhibition – xHIBIT aLBANY.
This is a pilot project and the Westerm Australian Museum will be
incorporating these ideas into future projects.

Participation Guidelines
Guidelines to assist government and non-government organisations involve
children and young people in their work were drafted based on research and
best practice. The Participation Guidelines, which will be available in late 2009,
will offer simple and practical advice to agencies to help guide the effective
participation of children and young people. Examples and resources available in
Australia and internationally will be included.

2.3 Information, methods and guidelines for children and young people
on how to advocate for themselves and others were developed

2.4 Monitor and support the way government departments allow for and
respond to complaints from children and young people

Legislative link

Legislative link

Section 19(a): to advocate for children and young people

Section 19(d): to monitor the way in which a government agency investigates
or otherwise deals with a complaint made by a child or young person and the
outcome of the complaint.

Shout Out @ School
A program involving six classes of primary students from four metropolitan schools
was initiated in May 2009 as part of the Commissioner’s Shout Out program.
Overseen by a steering group which included representatives from the
Department of Education and Training, Catholic Education Office WA and the
Association of Independent Schools WA, the program worked toward developing
a package of web-based teaching resources to encourage children and young
people to actively engage in their schools and local communities while also
learning about child rights, advocacy and the rewards of citizenship.
In June 2009, students and teachers participated in design workshops to identify
the types of activities to be included in the resources. The steering committee
reviewed the scope of work to ensure the content was relevant to students
across all education sectors and a range of syllabus areas.
Later in 2009, the students and teachers consulted will begin using the teaching
products and produce a range of demonstration projects about engaging in their
local communities. These will be highlighted on the Commissioner’s Shout Out @
School web pages.

Advisory Groups
Work to determine the appropriate structure, approach and format of two
Advisory Groups to help guide the work of the Commissioner was undertaken in
2008-09. Expressions of interest will be sought from children and young people
in late 2009-10, with the first Advisory Groups expected to meet in early 2010.

Complaints Guidelines
Government agencies play a significant role in the lives of children and young
people and they therefore need systems that enable children and young people
to express their views – whether those views are expressed as a complaint,
feedback, a question or a comment.
In 2008-09, the Commissioner worked with the Equal Opportunity Commissioner
and Office of Health Review, with support from the Western Australian
Ombudsman, to develop guidelines to encourage agencies to review their
feedback processes and complaints systems and make them more accessible
and responsive to children and young people and their guardians.
On 9 June 2009, Are you listening? Guidelines for making complaints processes
accessible and responsive to children and young people was launched at a
public event, attended by 59 people, including the Commissioner of the Crime
and Corruption Commission, President of the Children’s Court, Chief Judge of
the Family Court, Equal Opportunity Commissioner and the directors general of
the departments of Health, Education and Training, and Communities.
The event featured a presentation from a young person, who outlined her experience
of making a complaint as a child and the subsequent ongoing challenges she faced.
The Director General of the Department of Education and Training outlined the way
her department had improved its system in view of the young person’s experience.
The Commissioner will continue to promote the Complaints Guidelines in
2009-10. Work will also commence on monitoring government agencies’
handling of complaints.
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3. Influence policy
Aims
•

The community increases its focus and investment in services that
improve the wellbeing of children and young people

•

Investment in policy, program and service delivery is informed by
evidence of what works

•

Services develop a child-centred focus

•

The wellbeing of children and young people is improved through
effective coordination and collaboration

•

Policies, laws and services are consistent with the best interests
of children and young people and the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child

A

Rationale
All mainstream services, including those where children and young people are
not the primary group, require a child-centred approach to ensure children
and families are supported. Influencing policies and practices of government
and non-government agencies to ensure the best interests of children are
paramount, is central to the function of the Commissioner. Through advocacy
– meetings, submissions and comment on legislation – the Commissioner
highlights areas of need, makes recommendations and encourages agencies
to consider children’s best interests.
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Outcome

The following case studies are a sample of work undertaken in 2008-09 to
address these priorities, to help Western Australian children and young people
become safer, healthier and better able to reach their potential.

•

Learning and development: Early Years Issues Paper

What was achieved?
Western Australian children and young people, including Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders, disadvantaged or vulnerable children and
young people, are safer, healthier, happier and better able to reach
their potential.

In 2008-09:
• 200+ meetings were attended with government ministers, heads of
government and non-government agencies and other key stakeholders
• 6 pieces of draft legislation were formally reviewed
• 21 submissions (including 7 joint submissions, prepared with other Children’s
Commissioners or other agencies) were lodged
• 7 parliamentary committees were formally contacted requesting the
Commissioner be advised on pending inquiries/bills relating to the wellbeing
of children.
Table 3: Number of legislative, policy or submissions formally lodged
with government
2007-08*

2008-09

Target 2009-10

7

21**

10

* 2007-08 represents seven months of operation
**	T he number of submissions in 08/09 was unusually high due to the change of government at Federal and
State level

A full list of published submissions can be viewed on the Commissioner’s website.
Case studies
In 2008-09, the Commissioner identified her four areas of policy priority:
1.

Learning and development

2. Health and wellness
3. Safety and protection
4. Inclusion and participation.

The first in a series of regular publications aimed at increasing community
understanding of the Commissioner’s views in key policy areas, and showcasing
areas requiring action, was launched in June 2009. The inaugural Issues Paper,
which focused on early childhood, was released at a morning tea with children
and parents from Playgroup WA and also posted on the Commissioner’s
website, distributed via email and sent to key agencies.
The issues paper identified the need for a State Plan for Early Childhood and an
Office of Early Childhood to maximise social benefits and economic efficiencies.
It also called for increased investment to support families and children in their
earliest years.
The Commissioner intends to release four issues papers each year to continue to
spotlight areas of need for children and young people.
Extract 4: Feedback on Early Childhood Issues Paper from Professor
Colleen Hayward, Head, Kurongkurl Katitjin Centre for Indigenous
Australian Education and Research, Edith Cowan University.
“I found the [issues] paper both accurate and useful – certainly I will be using
its contents in a range of work that I undertake. Congratulations to all involved.”
Health and wellness: Clinical Senate of Western Australia
The Clinical Senate brings together experts to debate issues of strategic
significance in health and provide recommendations to the Director General,
State Health Executive Forum and to the Minister for Health.
The Senate’s second debate for 2009 was entitled “Health and the ‘Facebook’
Generation”. The Commissioner encouraged the inclusion of children and young
people in the day, and 12 young people presented to the Senate on the findings
of consultation they had undertaken with the assistance of Millennium Kids Inc.
Commissioner for Children and Young People Annual Report 2008–09
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They shared their own experiences of health issues and provided insights to the
way their generation responds and interacts with health messages.

Extract 6: Children advocate for alcohol restrictions in Halls Creek

An evaluation of the debate which followed highlighted young people’s
participation as an important ingredient to the day, providing valuable insight into
young people’s engagement.

Feedback gathered by MoHow Consultants in 2008 revealed the children
and young people of Halls Creek wanted to ban alcohol and stop child abuse
in their communities but were reluctant to talk with the adult community for
fear of retribution.

Extract 5: Recommendation of the Clinical Senate of WA
Following the presentation, the Senate recommended: “the state health
department have a youth health policy that is responsive to the changing
needs of youth and reconsider health funding in conjunction with this
policy” and “youth participatory consultation must be part of the policy
development”.
Safety and protection: Alcohol restrictions
Since her visit to the Kimberley in May 2008, the Commissioner has advocated
for urgent action and a whole of government response to deal with the complex
problems faced in the region. This year, the Commissioner represented the views
and concerns of children and young people and urged ministers, government
agencies and other service providers to work together and, importantly, to work
with the community to develop effective responses.
The Commissioner actively supported the implementation of alcohol restrictions
in Western Australian communities by requesting action through both media
statements and representations to the Government. She called for the
restrictions to be a part of a comprehensive, coordinated strategy and that
service delivery should be managed by one lead agency to avoid the issues
caused by fragmentation and duplication. Services that deal with immediate
needs, such as alcohol withdrawal treatment, mental health and child protection,
need to align with medium and longer-term strategies, such as the need for
child development services, housing, employment, education and recreation
opportunities, to achieve long-term success.
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With permission, the Commissioner actively promoted the findings of the
consultation and advocated for the community and government to address the
issue, highlighting the fundamental need for children to be safe and protected
in their communities. A media statement was issued and the Commissioner
spoke, formally and informally, with government and the community. In March
2009, the Commissioner publicly supported the alcohol restrictions applied
in Halls Creek and other Kimberley towns, which directly addressed the
consultation feedback from children and young people in the region.
Inclusion and participation: Children’s Week Forum
In Children’s Week, October 2008, the Commissioner hosted a forum for more
than 150 leaders of industry, government and community agencies working with,
and for, children and young people. Titled ‘Making a Positive Difference in the
Lives of Western Australia’s Children’, the forum increased focus on policy and
best practice during Children’s Week and highlighted how agency activities can
affect children and young people. It also showcased the positive contribution
children and young people can make and the research, policy and programs
already making positive differences in children’s lives in Western Australia.
Speakers and panel members included the Productivity Commissioner, Chair
of Early Childhood Education and Care from the University of Melbourne,
Coordinator of Midland’s Indigenous Youth Program, an Associate Professor
from the Centre for International Health at Curtin University, the Program Director
of Millennium Kids Inc and a 22 year-old Aboriginal woman who was the first
high school graduate in her family.

Three young people spoke to the delegates about their personal perspectives
and made a strong impact on the attendees. Their involvement was evaluated as
one of the most impressive parts of the day.
Extract 7: Feedback from inaugural Children’s Week Forum 2008
“An excellent opportunity to bring together a passionate group of people.
The children/young people were a wonderful example of a positive future.”
“I really appreciated the positive representations of young people – too often
it’s all negative.”
“Inspirational participants: especially the young people who should be
congratulated! Well done!”

Activities and achievements for Aboriginal children
and young people
Consistent with her statutory obligations under the Act, the Commissioner is
committed to ensuring priority and special regard is given to the interests and
needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people in all of
her work.
In 2008-09, the Commissioner undertook a range of initiatives, including:
• 10 regional and remote community visits
• 5 regional school consultations
• presentations at meetings and conferences of Aboriginal leaders and children
and young people, including the WA State Aboriginal Justice Congress in
August 2008
• meetings with government ministers and directors general.

government agencies to capitalise on the momentum of COAG and advocated
that for Western Australia to meet these targets there needed to be significant
investment in the early years of Aboriginal children’s lives.
The Commissioner has advocated for four top priorities:
• increasing the number of child health nurses and implementing the South
Australian model of providing 34 home visits in the first two years of an at-risk
child’s life
• increasing the number of school health nurses
• increasing the capacity of multidisciplinary child development services
• developing the Aboriginal health workforce through recruiting, training
and employing additional Aboriginal child health nurses and Aboriginal
health workers.
The Productivity Commission’s report on Overcoming Indigenous Disadvantage
(2009) highlights many programs that are working well for Aboriginal people,
which need to be expanded and sustained.
In December 2008, the Commissioner invited Productivity Commissioner Robert
Fitzgerald to Western Australia to present to key stakeholders about the process
and progress of the Productivity Commission’s report.
Commissioner Fitzgerald presented at two forums – one for CEOs of government
agencies and the other for CEOs of non-government agencies. More than 30
key stakeholders attended the two forums, where the Productivity Commissioner
provided an overview of the policies, programs and interventions achieving
positive outcomes for Aboriginal people and where further work was needed.
Discussion was also initiated about programs that could be run jointly by nongovernment agencies, local community bodies and government agencies with
adequate long-term funding and realistic priority setting.

The Council of Australian Government’s (COAG) ‘closing the gap’ targets
endorsed by the Premier and Prime Minister were also guiding principles
for the Commissioner’s work. During the year, the Commissioner called on
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How was this achieved?

'p

3.1 Collaboration and partnerships between families, communities,
government and non-government organisations and the private sector
were encouraged on issues affecting children and young people
Legislative link
Section 19(n): to consult with children and young people from a broad
range of socio-economic backgrounds and age groups throughout Western
Australia each year
Section 20(1)(f): in performing the Commissioner’s functions, the
Commissioner must work in cooperation with, and consult with, other
government agencies and non-government agencies
A key focus for the Commissioner was to promote new ways of thinking and
new funding models that enable consistent and sustainable collaboration and
service delivery. It is impossible for children, young people and families to
compartmentalise their issues to fit government structures, therefore, crossagency collaboration is required to address the complex social issues that exist.
To address these issues around service delivery, the Commissioner focused in
2008-09 on:
• encouraging the development of an evidence base for programs for children
and young people – advocating for the need for improved outcomes
monitoring so that programs are evaluated and best-practice models with
demonstrable positive effects are built on
• sustainable programs – encouraging government to consider more
sustainable ways of funding children’s services so programs that show
positive benefits continue beyond the usual three-year funding cycle and
agencies deliver more strategic services over the longer term
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• addressing the ongoing disadvantage experienced by Aboriginal children and
young people – supporting government and non-government agencies to
effectively work together to find solutions and address ongoing disadvantage
• stronger collaboration between State and Federal governments –
particularly important in light of the COAG reform agenda, particularly in the
implementation of the ‘closing the gap’ targets and early childhood reform
• encouraging new and enhanced financial incentives, through revised budget/
funding, to enable agencies to commit to long-term, sustainable collaboration
and genuine improvements and efficiencies in service delivery.

Legislative assessment
The Commissioner reviewed and commented on six pieces of draft legislation
that may affect the wellbeing of children and young people, including:
• amendments to the Children and Community Services Act 2004 (throughout
the year as issues progressed)
• Parliamentary Commissioner Amendment Bill 2009 to transfer the functions
of the Child Death Review Committee to the Western Australian Ombudsman
(throughout the year as issues progressed)
• submission to the Tobacco Products Control Amendment Bill 2008
(January 2009)
• Senate Inquiry into the Fair Work Bill 2008 (January 2009)
• amendments to the Children’s Court Act of WA 1988 (May 2009)
• draft Criminal Investigation Legislative Amendment Bill 2009 (May 2009).
The Commissioner also provided advice to agencies and departments at State
and Federal level to ensure children and young people were appropriately
considered in the development of policies and legislation, which is detailed
further in this section.

3.2 The influence of the Commissioner in four key areas of wellbeing was
monitored and increased
Legislative link
Section 19(f): to initiate and conduct inquiries into any matter, including any
written law or any practice, procedure or service, affecting the wellbeing of
children and young people
Section 19(g): to monitor and review written laws, draft laws, policies,
practices and services affecting the wellbeing of children and young people
The Commissioner worked to influence laws, policies, practices and services
affecting the health and wellbeing of children and young people at a broad
level through submissions made to State and Federal Committees. In 2008-09
submissions were made, for example, to the State Government’s Community
Development and Justice Committee, Education and Health Committee,
Economic Audit Committee, Royalties for Regions Inquiry and the Federal
Government’s Australia’s Future Tax System Review Panel.
Work was undertaken in four key areas of wellbeing:

Work towards developing a formal legislation assessment tool also continued
and is expected to be completed in 2009-10.

1. Learning and development

Australian Commissioners and Child Guardians

The Commissioner maintained a strong focus on ‘the early years’ as a key
priority area as children’s experiences from birth to eight are critically important
for their cognitive, social, physical and emotional development. During this
important stage, young children and parents/carers also need access to highquality, well-coordinated health, education and childcare services.

All Australian Commissioners and Child Guardians (ACCG) meet biannually to
take a collaborative approach on issues affecting the wellbeing of children and
young people.
In 2008-09, the Commissioner lodged seven joint or collective submissions to
Federal Government and Parliamentary inquiries and consultations. Examples of
the group’s activities included a joint submission on the National Child Protection
Framework and the joint submission to the National Human Rights consultation.
The group also responded to several of COAG’s agenda items.

Early childhood
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The Commissioner prepared formal submissions, an issues paper on early
childhood and had frequent meetings with State Government ministers and
senior officials during the year, to advocate the need for:
• a Plan for Early Childhood that provides a framework for the provision of early
childhood services across agencies and sectors and throughout the State
• an Office of Early Childhood that brings together key elements of early
childhood health, childcare and education
• an Outcomes Monitoring Framework that comprises a set of agreed outcomes
for all children and young people with a report produced every two years.
In May 2009, the State Government commissioned a consultant to undertake a
Review of Early Childhood Services in Western Australia and the Commissioner
met with the consultant to outline her views. The results of this review and
expected in 2009-10.
A detailed submission was also made to the Community Development and
Justice Standing Committee Inquiry outlining the fragmented and underresourced nature of early childhood services, the critical funding shortage and
the need for structural reform to establish an Office of Early Childhood.
To further address this issue, in November 2008, a submission was made to the
Productivity Commission’s inquiry on paid parental leave calling for at least six
months paid maternity leave. In May 2009, the Government announced it would
implement a federally-funded paid parental leave scheme.
A joint submission was also made with other Australian Children’s
Commissioners and Child Guardians to the ABC and SBS review, conducted
by the Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy.
The submission recommended establishing a dedicated digital ABC children’s
channel and development and broadcasting of high-quality programs for children
in early childhood. In April 2009, the Government announced an ABC channel
would be funded as a dedicated children’s channel.
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Youth services and activities
In almost every regional and remote community the Commissioner visited,
children and young people raised the lack of ‘things to do’ as a critical issue.
Children and young people stated boredom and an absence of structured
sport and recreation activities were having a negative influence on their mental
health and increasing the risk of some children and young people coming into
contact with the justice system. Core service agencies, such as the police, local
government and community organisations, reinforced this message.
Consequently, the Commissioner adopted this as a primary area of focus and
called for State-wide planning at a local government level to ensure services and
activities are planned and adequately resourced to meet the needs of young
people. The Commissioner wrote to 76 agencies including local government
authorities, regional development commissions and indigenous and community
organisations to outline why sport and recreation activities for children and young
people should be a priority when funding decisions are made.
In late 2008, the Commissioner met with the Minister for Regional Development
to speak about this issue and lodged a submission with the State Government’s
Royalties for Regions Inquiry, arguing activities for young people should be a
priority in future planning for the State.
Children and young people’s rights
The Commissioner made a submission to the Australian Government’s Draft
Fourth Report under the Convention on the Rights of the Child in July 2008. The
submission highlighted the needs of Aboriginal children and young people and
argued future Australian reporting to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of
the Child should engage the community in discussion about this important issue.
In early 2009, the Federal Government announced it would undertake a National
Human Rights Consultation. On 30 April 2009, the Commissioner joined with
the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commissioner and the Youth Affairs
Council of WA to host a two-hour workshop for advocates of children and
young people. Following the workshop, the Commissioner and other Australian

Commissioners lodged a submission to the National Human Rights Consultation
Committee arguing improved legal and practical protection of the rights of
children and young people would improve Australian children’s wellbeing.
Extract 8: Australian Human Rights Commission Workshop
Youth Affairs Council of WA Executive Officer Lisa Laschon said young people
do not often get the opportunity to have a voice on issues that affect them:
“This is a vital opportunity for youth advocates, young people and the youth
sector to speak out on how they see a human rights charter being most
effectively promoted, protected and developed both in Western Australia
and nationally.”
In 2009-10, the Commissioner will work on monitoring mechanisms to ensure
policies, laws and services are consistent with the best interests of children and
young people, the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006 and
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (the convention). The
theme for the Commissioner’s 2009 Children’s Week Forum will also focus on
how the convention can have a practical application in informing and improving
service delivery for Western Australia’s children.
Education and employment
Children and young people from across the State, particularly in regional and
remote communities, raised concerns with the Commissioner about the lack of
education and employment opportunities available to them.
The Commissioner represented these views in a number of forums including
a submission to the Commonwealth Parliament’s Standing Committee on
Education and Training’s inquiry into combining school and work in December
2008. The submission drew attention to the needs of Aboriginal young
people and the challenges they face, particularly in regional areas, supported
the concept of a national approach to young employees, and called for
improvements to child employment rights.

In April 2009, a representative
of the Commissioner addressed
the Standing Committee’s
public hearing to further expand
on these views.
In 2009-10, the Commissioner
will monitor the findings of the
review, expected at the end of
2009, and also contribute to
the review of the State Industrial
Relations System and monitor
the implementation of the
Federal Government’s Fair Work Act.
Aboriginal education outcomes
The 2008 National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)
results showed in Western Australia, in every year and every area tested,
Aboriginal student achievement was significantly lower than non-Aboriginal
student achievement, with little to no improvement over the years.
Some individual programs and schools, however, are achieving marked results
and provide promising practices which are proven to enhance the educational
experience and outcomes of their Aboriginal students. The programs offered
by the schools vary in their strategies and target groups but share critical
success factors, including a child-centred view to improve educational wellbeing,
commitment to encouraging participation and support from the local community.
In 2008-09, the Commissioner spoke with the Department of Education and
Training about the need for a comprehensive, strategic approach to improving
Aboriginal education outcomes. She also encouraged the State Government
to maximise the opportunities provided under the COAG National Education
Agreement to achieve this goal.
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service staff – not to deliver an enhanced service, but simply to keep pace with
the significant increase in the population.
Waiting lists for child development services are between 12 and 18 months,
more than half of all newborns are not receiving a neo-natal hearing test and
between 20-25 per cent of children are starting school with some form of health
complaint that can impair their learning capabilities.3
The Commissioner advocated strongly throughout the year for increases in child
health services, treating it as a critical issue. She did this through:
• regular correspondence with the Minister for Health and Director General of
the Health Department. This included advocating that child and adolescent
health services be excluded from the 3 per cent Government cuts, existing
shortages be noted and that any further cuts would disproportionately affect
child health services
• raising the issue at meetings with senior State Government ministers and the
Premier of Western Australia, as well as in correspondence to the Director
General of Indigenous Affairs who is responsible for leading whole-ofgovernment strategy and policy development on issues affecting Aboriginal
people in Western Australia

In 2009, the Department of Education and Training developed an Aboriginal
Education and Training Strategy and an Attendance Strategy.
2. Health and wellness
Early childhood health
Despite the fact the number of births per year in Western Australia has increased
by more than 20 per cent, in the past five years there has been no concurrent
increase in funding for community child health services. This has led to a critical
shortfall of child health services. Western Australia needs an additional 105
community child health nurses, 135 school nurses and 126 child development
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• corresponding with the Federal Minister for Early Childhood Education, outlining
the Commissioner’s areas of priority and the Western Australian context
• giving evidence to the Western Australian Parliament’s Community
Development and Justice Committee’s Inquiry into the adequacy of services
for Western Australian children, and lodging a comprehensive submission to
the Committee
• publicly supporting the findings of the Western Australian Parliament’s
Education and Health Standing Committee report Healthy Child – Healthy
State: Improving Western Australia’s Child Health Screening Programs, which
strongly recommended increases in child health services and supported
the Commissioner’s call for an Office of Early Childhood. The Commissioner
made a submission to this Inquiry in 2008

• meeting with the directors general of the Department of Communities and
the Department of Education and Training to ensure child health is central to
discussions on the future of early childhood in Western Australia
• making statements through the media, including a letter to the Editor of The
West Australian, published in May 2009, and providing comment on several
articles relating to child health
• raising the issue as a priority in a number of submissions, including to the
Government’s Economic Audit Committee.
Wellbeing
In addition to the wellbeing research project, commissioned in May 2009, two
submissions were made focused specifically on addressing the wellbeing of
children and young people in Western Australia:
• Submission to the Department of Treasury and Finance calling for the
development of a Western Australian Outcomes Report for Children and
Young People. This would provide a systematic approach to gathering
data on outcomes for children and young people and enable the State
Government to determine where it could direct its limited resources to
obtain the most effect. This initiative was not funded in the 2009-10 Western
Australian Budget.
• Submission to the Senate Select Committee Inquiry into Regional and
Remote Indigenous Communities in March 2009 calling for a collaborative
and comprehensive approach to be developed in consultation with local
community members, including children and young people. The Inquiry
published its first report in June 2009.
Mental health
The Commissioner’s consultation around the State revealed concern about
the mental health issues experienced by children and young people, and the
shortfall in mental health services to meet identified need, especially in regional
and remote areas.

As a consequence, throughout 2008-09, the Commissioner met with the
Minister for Mental Health and mental health experts. She also undertook
research to determine her position on the state of mental health services in
Western Australia and the way forward for improved services to better meet
children and young people’s mental health needs. These issues, combined with
the shortage of mental health services, especially in regional and remote areas,
will be a key priority for the Commissioner in the coming year.
Preventative health
In collaboration with the Australian Commissioners and Child Guardians, the
Commissioner presented a submission to the National Preventative Health
Taskforce in December 2008, which set out recommendations to address three
key preventative health areas – obesity, tobacco and alcohol.
The Commissioner’s input into this paper drew on information gathered during
consultations with key stakeholders from government and non-government
agencies as well as evidence-based research.
In March 2009, a joint submission was made to the National Health and
Hospitals Reform Commission which reiterated the need to include children and
young people in the development of health care services.
Alcohol and drugs
As well as providing information to the National Preventative Health Taskforce,
a submission was lodged to the Inquiry into Tobacco Products Control
Amendment Bill in January 2009. It outlined the Commissioner’s support for the
Bill and proposed changes to reduce children’s exposure to the harmful physical
effects of tobacco smoke and the culture of smoking. As at 30 June 2009, the
Bill was still being considered by the Western Australian Parliament.
Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
In visits to the Kimberley during the year, the serious, complex and increasing
problems caused by Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) were highlighted
as an urgent issue. The Commissioner raised these concerns with government

3 Education and Health Standing Committee, Healthy Child – Healthy State: Improving Western Australia’s Child Health Screening Programs, Western Australian Parliament, 2009.
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ministers and senior Department of Health representatives. In October 2008,
the Department of Health’s Child and Youth Health Clinical Network formed
a working group to develop a model of care for FASD. The Commissioner is
represented on that working group.
Children and young people with disabilities
Through all of her work, the Commissioner advocates for special attention
for children and young people who are vulnerable or disadvantaged for any
reason. In December 2008, she lodged a joint submission with other Australian
Children’s Commissioners toward the Federal Government’s Developing a
National Disability Strategy Discussion Paper, making 12 recommendations to
address issues and challenges facing children with disabilities at a national level.

The Commissioner also worked closely with relevant agencies to promote an
increased focus on youth justice and to encourage the development of this new
strategic direction for youth justice in Western Australia. The Commissioner
was represented on the Pilot Youth Justice Initiative Steering Committee – a
collaborative inter-agency project established by the President of the Children’s
Court, aimed at improving the case management of young people in the
justice system. The Commissioner continued to be represented on the State
Government’s Youth Justice Steering Committee.
In 2009-10, the Commissioner will continue to advocate for legislation and
services that:
• maintain the distinction between young offenders and adult offenders

The Commissioner will monitor the outcome of this submission in 2009-10.

• ensure detention is always a last resort, with increased focus on prevention,
diversion and rehabilitation

3. Safety and protection

• address the overrepresentation of Aboriginal young people

Youth justice

• promote effective collaboration and reporting between agencies, particularly the
departments of the Attorney General, Corrective Services and Child Protection.

There is a continuing and significant overrepresentation of Aboriginal young
people in Western Australia’s justice system. Given this and the high rates of
juvenile detention overall, youth justice is a key priority for the Commissioner.
In June 2008, the Commissioner welcomed the findings of the Auditor General’s
performance examination into the Young Offenders Act 1994. The Auditor
General found the WA Police and the departments of Corrective Services,
Child Protection and the Attorney General were not complying with the Young
Offenders Act 1994. Following this, the Commissioner wrote to the Attorney
General and Minister for Corrective Services proposing a strategic ‘blueprint’
to streamline the complex, often disconnected range of programs and services
provided to children and young people in the justice system. Following that
correspondence, the Department of the Attorney General commenced work on
a cross-government youth justice strategy and action plan.

Child protection and care
A wide range of activities were undertaken to advocate or influence policy
relating to child protection and care. These included:
• a second submission to the Federal government on their National
Framework for Protecting Australia’s Children in February 2009, calling for a
comprehensive system of indicators to monitor the safety of children
• input into the State Government’s reform agenda on child protection and care
through regular meetings with government and non-government stakeholders
• a formal submission to the Director General of the WA Department of Child
Protection on its Strategic Framework and State Plan calling for children and
young people to be involved in the development of services
• a presentation at the National Association for the Prevention of Child Abuse and
Neglect annual National Child Protection Week event in September 2008 where
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the Commissioner addressed the need for a comprehensive and robust model
of prevention, early intervention and system for responding to child abuse and
neglect and advocated for a child-centred focus on service delivery
• a submission toward the Plan to the National Council to Reduce Violence
Against Women, which urged for a robust system for intervention and a
collaborative response from government and the community to reduce
violence against women and children
• monitoring of the passage of the Parliamentary Commissioner Amendment
Bill 2009 and liaising with the Ombudsman regarding future arrangements for
the sharing of information to facilitate the ongoing monitoring of the deaths of
children who are known to the Department of Child Protection. The legislative
amendments reflect recommendations in the Review into the Department of
Child Protection (‘Ford Report’).
4. Inclusion and participation
In February 2009, the Commissioner presented to the Australian Social Inclusion
Board on her role, functions and priorities. The Commissioner spoke about their
shared goals, including reducing disadvantage by building on individual and
community strengths.

0

-

-

.'F

The Commissioner used the Participation Policy, completed in July 2008, throughout
the year to ensure the views of children and young people were incorporated in
a range of submissions to government and other agencies. This included direct
consultation and input into, for example, the development of submissions and the
creation of the Complaints Guidelines to help government agencies make their
complaints systems more accessible and responsive to children and young people.
More information about the inclusion of children and young people in policy,
decision making and consultation is detailed in ‘Action area 2’, from page 22.
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4. A professional environment that values staff,
sound research, evaluation and collaboration
Aims

40

•

Continue to recruit and develop innovative, passionate and
collaborative staff

•

A workplace that values the whole person and is family friendly

•

A workplace that is accessible and inviting to children
and young people

•

An organisation that is open, professional and accountable
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What was achieved?
Outcome
•

The office of the Commissioner was recognised as a rewarding,
innovative, supportive and positive professional environment to work
at or be involved with

In 2008-09 – the Commissioner’s first full year of operation – considerable work
was undertaken to formalise and finalise the office, staff, policies and systems.
Key achievements included:
• 8 staff recruited to permanent positions, including the three permanent
senior managers.
• 18 policies and procedures developed to support the administration and
accountability of the office.
• the inaugural school-based trainee commenced a two year traineeship with
the office.
Table 4: Staff recruited to permanent positions
2007-08*

2008-09

Target 2009-10

5

8

5

*2007-08 was not a full year of operation

A'
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How was this achieved?
4.1 Continually improved how we did things, being aware of the latest
research and cooperating between staff and with other agencies
Legislative link
Section 20(1)(f): In performing the Commissioner’s functions, the
Commissioner must work in cooperation with, and consult with, other
government agencies and non-government agencies
Staff attended more than 10 forums, roundtables, conferences and workshops
during the year to keep up to date with industry issues and to extend their
personal and professional knowledge in core areas of the Commissioner’s
operations, including health, early childhood and education, public policy and
Indigenous engagement. In addition all staff attended cultural awareness training.

The office design was developed in liaison with children and young people and
a range of agencies. As a result of the consultation, a meeting space will be
available from August 2009 for children and young people and organisations
wanting to consult with children and young people.
The office was decorated with artwork from children and young people after
the Commissioner launched the Our Space art competition in August 2008.
Students from the State’s 1,200 primary and secondary schools were invited to
send photos of their artworks and 20 were selected for permanent display in the
Commissioner’s offices and meeting spaces.
The competition was run in conjunction with the departments of Culture and the
Arts and Education and Training, through the Artsedge program.

Staff also attended inter-agency briefings to keep up to date with government
policy and procedure on topics such as business risk management, industrial
relations and occupational safety and health.

Policies and procedures

4.2 Developed action plans to support key resources – financial, human,
information, physical

The office also developed its first:

During 2008-09, the Department of Treasury and Finance Shared Services
provided human resources, payroll and financial transactional services, as well
as the Chief Financial Officer Assist program, to the office. The Department of
the Attorney General continued to provide access to resources and expertise for
some services and information technology support.
Permanent office
In April 2009, the Commissioner and her team moved into a permanent office
in an easily accessible and child-friendly ground floor location in Subiaco. The
office is central to the metropolitan area, providing equitable access for Perth
residents, and close to public transport and parking options. It is also close to
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other organisations that work to improve the wellbeing of children and young
people and which are important partners of the Commissioner.
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An Occupational Safety and Health Plan and complaints management process
and policy were 2 of 18 internal policies developed and implemented.
• Reconciliation Action Plan in accordance with equity and diversity principles
• Disability Access and Inclusion Plan in accordance with legislative
requirements
• Record Keeping Plan, with a Retention and Disposal System and Disaster
Recovery Process, to assist with information services and management.
The Reconciliation Action Plan 2009-2012 – a statement of the Commissioner’s
commitment to bring Western Australians together – was developed in
consultation with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who will continue
to be consulted as part of the annual monitoring and review process in 2009-10
and beyond.

The plan spells out the Commissioner’s commitment to work together with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, young people, their families and
their communities towards closing the gap in services to ensure they enjoy the
same life opportunities as other Australian children.
More information about the Disability Services and Access Plan and the Record
Keeping Plan is included in ‘Governance disclosures’.
Information technology and telecommunications
The Commissioner’s information technology hardware, programs and delivery
are supported by the Department of the Attorney General Shared Information
Services directorate.
From June 2009, the Commissioner’s website was hosted independently
allowing greater online interaction between the Commissioner and stakeholders,
particularly children and young people. The development of the new website also
incorporated a new content management system to enable easy and regular
updating of news, events and programs on the website.
Recruitment and personnel
The recruitment program, which commenced in 2007-08 to progressively fill
permanent positions, continued in 2008-09. This included the permanent
appointment of managers to the three core business units and a temporary
Executive Director Organisational Development.

4.3 Continued to improve communication and methods of
working together
The office initiated a continuous improvement process, which included Corporate
Executive meetings, development of a staff appraisal and development system
and regular team meetings.
In March 2009, the Commissioner identified a need for additional expertise
to assist the organisation to develop the organisational capacity and fulfil
compliance obligations. The temporary position of Executive Director
Organisational Development was filled in June 2009.
4.4 Further developed internal policies, procedures and systems to meet
governance and business support requirements
Outcomes Based Management Structure
The Commissioner, in consultation with the Office of the Auditor General and the
Department of Treasury and Finance, finalised the Outcome Based Management
Structure for the office in April 2009, which will be reported in the 2009-10 year.
Two key effectiveness indicators form the base measures for the office’s activities
and two key efficiency indicators will measure service delivery from 1 July 2009.
Detail about these measures, including the Commissioner’s targets for 2009-10,
is listed in key performance indicators, see page 70.

Two extensive national recruitment processes were undertaken to fill the
Aboriginal Advisor position but, in both situations, the position could not be filled.
As an interim measure, the Commissioner engaged Aboriginal consultants to
provide advice and expertise.
The Commissioner also appointed the first school-based trainee, who
commenced a two year traineeship with the office in April 2009. In addition
to attending school, the student completes 15 hours work each week and is
working towards the successful completion of her Certificate IV in Business
Administration.
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Significant issues affecting the Agency
In 2009-10, the Commissioner will continue to progress key initiatives
established during the first 19 months of operation, as well as addressing
emerging issues and trends to achieve positive outcomes for children and
young people in Western Australia.
These major issues and trends include:

Population growth and increasing numbers of children and
young people
The number of births per year in Western Australia has increased by more
than 20 per cent in the past five years, placing increasing demand on services
and programs, particularly in regional and remote areas. Given effective early
childhood services are critical for early intervention – helping to minimise child
protection issues, providing health benefits and assisting good family functioning
– the Commissioner will continue to work to address the State’s under resourcing
for children and young people and families.
In 2009-10, key priorities will be to advocate for:
• a framework for early childhood services across all agencies and sectors and
throughout the State, to be overseen by an Office of Early Childhood and
bringing together health, childcare and education
• an Outcomes Monitoring Framework that comprises a set of agreed indicators
of children’s wellbeing.
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Wellbeing of children and young people
The Commissioner will maintain focus on areas where services to address the
wellbeing of children and young people in Western Australia are not being met,
particularly in the areas of early childhood, youth justice, housing, preventative
health and mental health.
The results of the wellbeing survey will:
• inform the Commissioner’s work in 2009-10 and beyond and be used to
assist other agencies to enhance their services to improve the wellbeing of
children and young people in Western Australia.

Improved outcome reporting
Billions of dollars are invested to deliver services to children and young people
across the health, disability, education, justice and related sectors in Western
Australia, but without better reporting to measure the impact of government
financial investments, the success of those programs will continue to remain
unknown. So government and organisations can focus their investment in the
future on programs that are proven to work, the Commissioner will:
• continue to advocate for the need to develop and implement measurement
indicators to strengthen information about children and young people and to
help target investment
• advocate that sustainable funding of up to 10 years be offered where
programs are proven to work, so organisations are relieved from the ongoing
grant application process which occupies significant time and resources.

Collaboration and coordination

In 2009-10, the Commissioner will:

The needs of families and children and young people are complex and current
structures of government and non-government services means agencies are
often ill-equipped to deal with complex social issues. By working together,
government departments and non-government agencies can provide
comprehensive services to individuals and communities that both address their
needs and achieve financial and operational efficiencies.

• continue to advocate on behalf of children and young people that funding
should be structured so the needs of young people outside the metropolitan
area are considered a high priority.

Priorities for the Commissioner in 2009-10 will be:
• continuing to advocate for increased collaboration between State and Federal
governments, through the Coalition of Australia Governments (COAG)
• supporting government agencies through the launch of the Participation
Guidelines and promotion of the Complaints Guidelines.
• focusing on developing systems to monitor the way government agencies
deal with complaints from children and young people. This will be achieved
through relationships established by the Commissioner with the Department
of Child Protection, the Department of Education and Training and the
Department of Health

Online services
Western Australia is a vast State and, despite the efforts of the Commissioner and
her staff to visit regional and remote communities, it is impossible to maintain a
strong presence across the State unless communication technologies are used.
To facilitate the input of the community, particularly children and young people, into
the work of the Commissioner, technology will be used wherever possible.
In particular, the Commissioner will build on her new website and explore emerging
communication technologies to engage with and report back to children and
young people and ensure her work is accessible as widely as possible

• forming Advisory Groups to guide her work in 2009-10 and beyond.

Regional service disparity
The disparity in many services and facilities between metropolitan and regional/
remote areas, such as quality childcare and parenting advice, remains a high
priority issue. Activities for young people are also lacking with few or poor services
contributing to the lack of options available to children and young people.
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Financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2009

The Commissioner for Children and Young People
Disclosures and Legal Compliance for the year ended 30 June 2009
The accompanying financial statements of the Commissioner for Children and Young People have been prepared
in compliance with the provisions of the Financial Management Act 2006 from proper accounts and records and
present fairly the financial transactions for the financial year ending 30 June 2009 and the financial position as at
30 June 2009.
At the date of signing we are not aware of any circumstances which would render any particulars included in the
financial statements misleading or inaccurate.
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Philippa Gardener
Chief Finance Officer

Michelle Scott
Accountable Authority

17/8/2009

17/8/2009
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INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2009

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2009

Note

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

Cost of services
Expenses
Employee benefits expense
Supplies and services
Depreciation and amortisation expense
Accommodation expenses (a)
Other expenses
Total cost of services

7
8
9
10
11

1,423,368
875,593
34,332
251,021
18,884
2,603,198

486,453
214,618
6,673
54,699
3,167
765,610

-

-

17,305
17,305

-

17,305

-

2,585,893

765,610

2,621,000
15,983
2,636,983

1,365,000
12,996
1,377,996

51,090

612,386

Income
Revenue
Other Revenue
Total revenue

12

Total income other than income from State Government
Net cost of services
Income from State Government
Service Appropriation
Liabilities assumed by the Treasurer
Asset assumed/(transferred)
Resources received free of charge
Total income from State Government

Note

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

24
15
16

761,354
246,600
1,007,954

780,287
112,177
892,464

14,24
16
17
18

16,902
21,000
464,691
9,219
511,812
1,519,766

8,043
52,048
14,248
74,339
966,803

Payables
Provisions
Other current liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities

20
21
22

138,435
216,915
3,331
358,681

244,510
89,770
334,280

Provisions
Total Non-Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

21

83,644
83,644
442,325

20,137
20,137
354,417

1,077,441

612,386

420,000
657,441
1,077,441

612,386
612,386

Assets
Current Assets

13
13
13

Surplus/(deficit) for the period

(a) Accommodation expenses that were included in the ‘Supplies and services’ category for 2008 have been
reclassified under Accommodation expenses for 2009. The accommodation expenses for 2008 being $54,699.
See also the ‘Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service’ at page 52.
The Income Statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Amounts receivable for services
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Amounts receivable for services
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Other non-current assets
Total Non-Current Assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities

Net assets
Equity
Contributed Equity
Accumulated surplus/(deficiency)
Total equity

23
23

See also the ‘Schedule of Assets and Liabilities by Service’ at page 52.
The Balance Sheet should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Statement of changes in equity For the year ended 30 june 2009
Note
Balance of equity at start of period
Contributed equity

Balance at start of period
Changes in accounting policy or correction of prior period
errors
Restated balance at start of period
Surplus/(deficit) or profit/(loss) for the period
Gain/(losses) recognised directly in equity
Balance at end of period
Balance of equity at end of period
Total income and expense for the period

2008 ($)

420,000
420,000

-

23

Balance at start of period
Capital contribution
Balance at end of period
Accumulated surplus

Cash flow statement For the year ended 30 june 2009

2009 ($)
612,386

23
612,386
(6,035)

-

606,351
51,090
657,441

612,386
612,386

1,077,441

612,386

51,090

612,386

The statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

Note

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

2,600,000
420,000
3,020,000

1,365,000
1,365,000

(1,449,300)
(819,759)
(305,205)
(169,572)
(18,481)

(372,986)
(133,155)
(10,844)
(18,421)
(2,658)

91,018
98,028
(2,573,271)

(538,064)

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of non-current physical assets
Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities

(456,803)
(456,803)

(38,606)
(38,606)

Cash flows from financing activities
Net cash provided by/(used in) financing activities

-

-

(10,074)

788,330
788,330
788,330

Cash flows from State Government
Service appropriations
Capital contributions
Holding account drawdowns
Non-retained revenue distributed to owner
Royalties for Regions fund
Net cash provided by State Government
Utilised as follows:
Cash flows from operating activities
Payments
Employee benefits
Supplies and services
Finance costs
Accommodation(a)
Grants and subsidies
GST payments on purchases
GST payments to taxation authority
Other payments
Receipts
Sale of goods and services
User charges and fees
Commonwealth grants and contributions
Interest received
GST receipts on sales
GST receipts from taxation authority
Other receipts
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of period

24

24

778,256

The cash flow statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
(a) accommodation expenses included in supplies and services have been reclassifed under accommodation.
The cash expenses for 2008 being $10,844.
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SCHEDULE OF INCOME AND EXPENSES BY SERVICE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2009
Consultation, research
and promotion
2009 ($)
2008 ($)

2009 ($)

SCHEDULE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES BY SERVICE AS AT 30 JUNE 2009

Cost of services
Expenses
Employee benefit expense
Supplies and services
Depreciation and amortisation expense
Accommodation expenses
Other expenses
Total cost of services
Income
Other revenue
Total income other than income
from State Government
Net cost of services

1,423,368
875,593
34,332
251,021
18,884
2,603,198

486,453
214,618
6,673
54,699
3,167
765,610

1,423,368
875,593
34,332
251,021
18,884
2,603,198

486,453
214,618
6,673
54,699
3,167
765,610

-

-

-

-

17,305

-

17,305

-

17,305
2,585,893

765,610

17,305
2,585,893

765,610

2,621,000
15,983
2,636,983

1,365,000
12,996
1,377,996

2,621,000
15,983
2,636,983

1,365,000
12,996
1,377,996

51,090

612,386

51,090

612,386

Income from State Government
Service appropriation
Liabilities assumed by the Treasurer
Assets assumed/(transferred)
Resources received free of charge
Total income from State Government
Surplus/(deficit) for the period

The Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Consultation, research
and promotion
2009 ($)
2008 ($)

Total
2008 ($)
Assets
Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets

2009 ($)

Total
2008 ($)

1,007,954
511,812
1,519,766

892,464
74,339
966,803

1,007,954
511,812
1,519,766

892,464
74,339
966,803

358,681
83,644
442,325

334,280
20,137
354,417

358,681
83,644
442,325

334,280
20,137
354,417

1,077,441

612,386

1,077,441

612,386

SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT APPROPRIATION AND INCOME ESTIMATES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2009

Delivery of Services
Item 69 Net amount appropriated to deliver services
Amount Authorised by Other Statutes
– Salaries and Allowances Act 1992
Total appropriations provided to deliver services

2009
Estimate $

2009
Actual $

Variance $

2009
Actual $

2008
Actual $

Variance $

2,442,000

2,442,000

-

2,442,000

1,272,000

1,170,000

172,000
2,614,000

179,000
2,621,000

7,000
7,000

179,000
2,621,000

93,000
1,365,000

86,000
1,256,000

420,000

420,000

-

420,000

-

420,000

3,034,000

3,041,000

7,000

3,041,000

1,365,000

1,676,000

2,614,000
2,614,000
2,614,000
2,614,000

2,603,198
2,603,198
(17,305)
2,585,893
35,107
2,621,000

(10,802)
(10,802)
(17,305)
(28,107)
35,107
7,000

2,603,198
2,603,198
(17,305)
2,585,893
35,107
2,621,000

765,610
765,610
0
765,610
599,390
1,365,000

1,837,588
1,837,588
(17,305)
1,820,283
(564,283)
1,256,000

420,000
420,000

456,803
(36,803)
420,000

36,803
(36,803)
0

456,803
(36,803)
420,000

38,606
(38,606)
-

418,197
1,803
420,000

Capital
Capital Contribution
Grand total
Details of Expenses by Services
Consultation, research and promotion
Total Cost of Services
Less total revenues from ordinary activities
Net Cost of Services
Adjustment
Total appropriations provided to deliver services
Capital Expenditure
Purchase of non-current physical assets
Adjustments for other funding sources
Capital Contribution (appropriation)
Details of Income Estimates
Income disclosed as Administered Income
Adjustments are related to movements in cash balances and other accrual items such as receivables, payables and superannuation.
Note 28 ‘Explanatory statement’ provides details of any significant variations between estimates and actual results for 2009 and between the actual results for 2008 and 2009.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2009

1

Commissioner’s mission and funding
The mission of the Commissioner for Children and Young People (CCYP) is to
improve the wellbeing of children and young people by working with them, their
families, community and government in Western Australia.
CCYP is mainly funded by Parliamentary appropriation. The financial statements
encompass all funds through which CCYP controls resources to carry on its functions.

2

Australian Equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards
General
CCYP’s financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2009 have been prepared in
accordance with Australian equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards
(AIFRS), which comprise a Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of
Financial Statements (the Framework) and Australian Accounting Standards
(including the Australian Accounting Interpretations).
In preparing these financial statements CCYP has adopted, where relevant to its
operations, new and revised Standards and Interpretations from their operative dates
as issued by the AASB and formerly the Urgent Issues Group (UIG).
Early adoption of standards
CCYP cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard or Australian
Accounting Interpretation unless specifically permitted by TI 1101 ‘Application of
Australian Accounting and Other pronouncements’. No Standards and Interpretations
that have been issued or amended but are not yet effective have been early adopted
by CCYP for the annual reporting period ended 30 June 2009.

3

Summary of significant accounting policies
(a) General Statement			
The financial statements constitute a general purpose financial report which
has been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards,
the Framework, Statements of Accounting Concepts and other authoritative
pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board as applied by
the Treasurer’s Instructions. Several of these are modified by the Treasurer’s
Instructions to vary application, disclosure, format and wording.
The Financial Management Act and the Treasurer’s Instructions are legislative
provisions governing the preparation of financial statements and take
precedence over Accounting Standards, the Framework, Statements of
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Accounting Concepts and other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian
Accounting Standards Board.
Where modification is required and has a material or significant financial effect
upon the reported results, details of that modification and the resulting financial
effect are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.
(b) Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting
using the historical cost convention, modified by the revaluation of land, buildings
and infrastructure which have been measured at fair value.
The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements
have been consistently applied throughout all periods presented unless
otherwise stated.
The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars and all values are
rounded to the nearest thousand dollar ($’000).
The judgements that have been made in the process of applying CCYP’s
accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts
recognised in the financial statements are disclosed at note 4 ‘Judgements
made by management in applying accounting policies’.
The key assumptions made concerning the future, and other key sources of
estimation uncertainty at the balance sheet date that have a significant risk of
causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
within the next financial year are disclosed at note 5 ‘Key sources of estimation
uncertainty’.
(c) Reporting Entity
The reporting entity comprises the Commissioner for Children and Young People
(CCYP).
(d) Contributed Equity
AASB Interpretations 1038 ‘Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned
Public Sector Entities’ requires transfers, other than as a result of a restructure of
administrative arrangments, in the nature of equity contributions to be designated
by the Government (the owner) as contributions by owners (at the time of, or
prior to transfer) before such transfers can be recognised as equity contributions.
Capital contributions (appropriations) have been designated as contributions
by owners by Treasurer’s Instruction (TI) 955 “Contributions by Owners made

to Wholly Owned Public Sector Entities” and have been credited directly to
Contributed Equity.
Transfer of net assets to/from other agencies, other than as a result of a
restructure of administrative arrangements, are designated as contributions by
owners where the transfers are non-discretionary and non-reciprocal. See note
23 ‘Equity’.
(e) Income
Revenue recognition
Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable.
Revenue is recognised for the major business activities as follows:
Rendering of Services
Revenue is recognised upon the delivery of the service to the client or by
reference to the stage of completion of the transaction.
Service Appropriations
Service Appropriations are recognised as revenues in the period in which CCYP
gains control of the appropriated funds. CCYP gains control of appropriated
funds at the time those funds are deposited into CCYP’s bank account or
credited to the holding account held at Treasury. See note 13 ‘Income from
State Government’ for further detail.
Net Appropriation Determination
The Treasurer may make a determination providing for prescribed receipts to be
retained for services under the control of CCYP. CCYP retained $0 in 2008 and
$0 in 2009.
Gains
Gains may be realised or unrealised and are usually recognised on a net basis.
These include gains arising on the disposal of non-current assets and some
revaluations of non-current assets.
(f) Property, Plant and Equipment
Capitalisation/Expensing of assets
Items of property, plant and equipment costing $5,000 or more are recognised
as assets and the cost of utilising assets is expensed (depreciated) over their
useful lives. Items of property, plant and equipment costing less than $5,000 are
immediately expensed direct to the Income Statement (other than where they
form part of a group of similar items which are significant in total).

Initial recognition and measurement
All items of property, plant and equipment are initially recognised at cost.
For items of property, plant and equipment acquired at no cost or for nominal
consideration, the cost is their fair value at the date of acquisition.
Subsequent measurement
After recognition as an asset, CCYP uses the cost model for all other property,
plant and equipment. All items of property, plant and equipment are carried
at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment
losses. CCYP does not hold any land, buildings or infrastucture assets.
Derecognition
Upon disposal or derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment, any
revaluation reserve relating to that asset is retained in the asset revaluation reserve.
Depreciation
All non-current assets having a limited useful life are systematically depreciated
over their estimated useful lives in a manner that reflects the consumption of their
future economic benefits.
Depreciation on assets is calculated using the straight line method, using rates
which are reviewed annually. Estimated useful lives for each class of depreciable
asset are:
Computer hardware
Office equipment
Furniture fixtures and fittings

3 years
5 years
5 years

(g) Intangible Assets
Capitalisation/Expensing of assets
Acquisitions of intangible assets costing $5,000 and more and internally generated
intangible assets costing $50,000 or more are capitalised. The cost of utilising the
assets is expensed (amortised) over their useful life. Costs incurred below these
thresholds are immediately expensed directly to the Income Statement.
All acquired and internally developed intangible assets are initially recognised
at cost. For assets acquired at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost is their fair
value at the date of acquisition.
The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement requiring the asset to
be carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and accumulated
impairment losses.
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Amortisation for intangible assets with finite useful lives is calculated for the
period of the expected benefit (estimated useful life) on the straight line basis
using rates which are reviewed annually. All intangible assets controlled by CCYP
have a finite useful life and zero residual value. The expected useful lives for each
class of intangible asset are:
Software (a)

3 years

(a) Software that is not integral to the operation of any related hardware.

Licences
Licences have a finite useful ife and are carried at cost less accumulated
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
Computer Software
Software that is an integral part of the related hardware is treated as property,
plant and equipment. Software that is not an integral part of the related hardware
is treated as an intangible asset. Software costing less than $5,000 is expensed
in the year of acquisition.
(h) Impairment of Assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are tested for any indication
of impairment at each balance sheet date. Where there is an indication of
impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated. Where the recoverable amount
is less than the carrying amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written
down to the recoverable amount and an impairment loss is recognised. As CCYP
is a not-for-profit entity, unless an asset has been identified as a surplus asset,
the recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and
depreciated replacement cost.
The risk of impairment is generally limited to circumstances where an asset’s
depreciation is materially understated, where the replacement cost is falling or
where there is a significant change in useful life. Each relevant class of assets
is reviewed annually to verify that the accumulated depreciation/amortisation
reflects the level of consumption or expiration of the asset’s future economic
benefits and to evaluate any impairment risk from falling replacement costs.
Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life and intangible assets not
yet available for use are tested for impairment at each balance sheet date
irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment.
The recoverable amount of assets identified as surplus assets is the higher of
fair value less costs to sell and the present value of future cash flows expected
to be derived from the asset. Surplus assets carried at fair value have no risk
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of material impairment where fair value is determined by reference to marketbased evidence. Where fair value is determined by reference to depreciated
replacement cost, surplus assets are at risk of impairment and the recoverable
amount is measured. Surplus assets at cost are tested for indications of
impairment at each balance sheet date.
(i)

Leases
CCYP holds operating leases for its office building and motor vehicles where the
lessor effectively retains all of the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the
items held under the operating leases. Equal instalments of the lease payments are
charged to the Income Statement over the lease term as this is representative of
the pattern of benefits to be derived from the leased property and motor vehicles.

(j) Financial Instruments
In addition to cash, CCYP has two categories of financial instrument:
•

Receivables; and

•

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

These have been disaggregated into the following classes:
Financial Assets
•

Cash and cash equivalents

•

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

•

Receivables

•

Amounts receivable for services

Financial Liabilities
•

Payables

Initial recognition and measurement of financial instruments is at fair value
which normally equates to the transaction cost or the face value. Subsequent
measurement is at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
The fair value of short-term receivables and payables is the transaction cost
or the face value because there is no interest rate applicable and subsequent
measurement is not required as the effect of discounting is not material.
(k) Cash and Cash Equivalents
For the purpose of the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents includes
restricted cash and cash equivalents. These are comprised of cash on hand.

(l)

Accrued Salaries
The accrued salaries suspense account (see note 14 ‘Restricted cash and cash
equivalents’) consists of amounts paid annually into a suspense account over
a period of 10 financial years to largely meet the additional cash outflow in each
eleventh year when 27 pay days occur instead of the normal 26. No interest is
received on this account.
Accrued salaries (refer note 20 ‘Payables’) represent the amount due to staff but
unpaid at the end of the financial year, as the pay date for the last pay period for
that financial year does not coincide with the end of the financial year. Accrued
salaries are settled within a fortnight of the financial year end. CCYP considers the
carrying amount of accrued salaries to be equivalent to its net fair value.

(m) Amounts Receivable for Services (Holding Account)
CCYP receives appropriation funding on an accrual basis that recognises the full
annual cash and non-cash cost of services. The appropriations are paid partly
in cash and partly as an asset (Holding Account Receivable) that is accessible
on the emergence of the cash funding requirement to cover items such as leave
entitlements and asset replacement.
See also note 13 ‘Income from State Government’ and note 16 ‘Amounts
receivable for services’.
(n) Receivables
Receivables are recognised and carried at original invoice amount less an
allowance for uncollectable amounts (i.e. impairment). The collectability of
receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis and any receivables identified as
uncollectable are written-off against the allowances account. The allowance for
uncollectable amounts (doubtful debts) is raised when there is objective evidence
that CCYP will not be able to collect the debts. The carrying amount is equivalent
to fair value as it is due for settlement within 30 days. See note 3(j) ‘Financial
Instruments and note 15 ‘Receivables’.
(o) Payables
Payables are recognised when CCYP becomes obliged to make future payments
as a result of a purchase of assets or services. The carrying amount is equivalent
to fair value, as they are generally settled within 30 days. See note 3(j) ‘Financial
Instruments and note 20 ‘Payables’.
(p) Provisions
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing and amount and are recognised
where there is a present legal, equitable or constructive obligation as a result of

a past event and when the outflow resources embodying economic benefits is
probable and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
Provisions are reviewed at each balance sheet date. See note 21 ‘Provisions’.
(i)

Provisions – Employee Benefits
Annual Leave and Long Service Leave
The liability for annual and long service leave expected to be settled within
12 months after the balance sheet date is recognised and measured at the
undiscounted amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled.
Annual and long service leave expected to be settled more than 12 months
after the end of the balance sheet date is measured at the present value of
amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled. Leave liabilities
are in respect of services provided by employees up to the balance
sheet date.
When assessing expected future payments consideration is given to
expected future wage and salary levels including non-salary components
such as employer superannuation contributions. In addition, the long service
leave liability also considers the experience of employee departures and
periods of service.
The expected future payments are discounted using market yields at the
balance sheet date on national government bonds with terms to maturity
that match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash outflows.
All annual leave and unconditional long service leave provisions are classified
as current liabilities as CCYP does not have an unconditional right to defer
settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the balance sheet date.
Purchased Leave
The provision for purchased leave relates to Public Service employees who
have entered into an agreement to self-fund up to an additional four weeks
leave per calendar year. The provision recognises the value of salary set
aside for employees and is measured at the nominal amounts expected to
be paid when the liabilities are settled. This liability is measured on the same
basis as annual leave.
Superannuation
The Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB) administers the
following superannuation schemes.
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Employees may contribute to the Pension Scheme, a defined benefit pension
scheme now closed to new members or the Gold State Superannuation
Scheme (GSS), a defined benefit lump sum scheme also closed to new
members. CCYP has no liabilities for superannuation charges under the
Pension or the GSS Schemes as the liability has been assumed by Treasurer.
Employees commencing employment prior to 16 April 2007 who are
not members of either the Pension or the GSS Schemes became noncontributory members of the West State Superannuation Scheme (WSS).
Employees commencing employment on or after 16 April 2007 became
members of the GESB Super Scheme (GESBS). Both of these schemes are
accumulation schemes. CCYP makes concurrent contributions to GESB on
behalf of employees in compliance with the Commonwealth Government’s
Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992. These contributions
extinguish the liability for superannuation charges in respect of the WSS and
GESBS Schemes.
The GESB makes all benefit payments in respect of the Pension and GSS
Schemes, and is recouped by the Treasurer for the employer’s share.
See also note 3(q) ‘Superannuation expense’.
(ii) Provisions – Other
Employment On-Costs
Employment on-costs, including workers’ compensation insurance, are not
employee benefits and are recognised separately as liabilities and expenses
when the employment to which they relate has occurred. Employment oncosts are included as part of ‘Other expenses’ and are not included as part
of CCYP’s ‘Employee benefits expense’. The related liability is included in
‘Employment on-costs provision’. (See note 11 ‘Other expenses and note
21 ‘Provisions’).
(q) Superannuation Expense
The following elements are included in calculating the superannuation expense in
the Income Statement:
(a)	Defined benefit plans – For 2007-08, the change in the unfunded employer’s
liability (i.e. current service cost and, actuarial gains and losses) assumed
by the Treasurer in respect of current employees who are members of the
Pension Scheme and current employees who accrued a benefit on transfer
from that Scheme to the Gold State Superannuation Scheme (GSS); and
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(b)	Defined contribution plans - Employer contributions paid to the GSS
(concurrent contributions), the West State Superannuation Scheme
(WSS) and the GESB Super Scheme (GESBS).
Defined benefit plans – For 2007-08, the movements (ie. current service
cost and, actuarial gains and losses) in the liabilities in respect of the
Pension Scheme and the GSS Scheme transfer benefits are recognised as
expenses directly in the Income Statement. As these liabilities are assumed
by the Treasurer (refer note 3(p)(i)), a revenue titled ‘Liabilities assumed
by the Treasurer’ equivalent to the expense is recognised under Income
from State Government in the Income Statement. See note 13 ‘Income
from State Government’. Commencing in 2008-09, the reporting of annual
movements in these notional liabilities has been discontinued and is no
longer recognised in the Income Statement.
The superannuation expense does not include payment of pensions to
retirees, as this does not constitute part of the cost of services provided in
the current year.
Defined contribution plans - in order to reflect CCYP’s true cost of services,
CCYP is funded for the equivalent of employer contributions in respect of the
GSS Scheme (excluding transfer benefits). These contributions were paid to
the GESB during the year and placed in a trust account administered by the
GESB on behalf of the Treasurer. The GESB subsequently paid these employer
contributions in respect of the GSS Scheme to the Consolidated Fund.
The GSS Scheme is a defined benefit scheme for the purpose of employees
and whole-of-government reporting. However, apart from the transfer
benefit, it is a defined contribution plan for agency purposes because the
concurrent contributions (defined contributions) made by the agency to GESB
extinguishes the agency’s obligations to the related superannuation liability.
(r) Resources Received Free of Charge or for Nominal Cost
Resources received free of charge or for nominal cost that can be reliably
measured are recognised as income and as assets or expenses as appropriate,
at fair value.
(s) Comparative Figures
Comparative figures are, where appropriate, reclassified to be comparable with
the figures presented in the current financial year.

4

Judgements made by management in applying accounting policies
The judgements that have been made in the process of applying accounting
policies that have significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements include:

5

Operating Lease Commitments

Interpretation 1038 ‘Contributions by Owner Made to Wholly-Owned Public
Sector Entities’.

CCYP has entered into a commercial sub-lease and has determined that the lessor
retains all the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the property. Accordingly
the lease has been classified as an operating lease. In applying this judgement,
CCYP noted an error reported in the previous financial year and has corrected the
error as follows:

The existing requirements in AAS 27, AAS 29 and AAS 31 have been transferred
to the above new and revised topic-based Standards and Interpretation. These
requirements remain substantively unchanged. The new and revised Standards
and Interpretation make some modification to disclosures and provide additional
guidance, otherwise there is no financial impact.

Correction of error in recording commitments in the previous financial year

Voluntary Changes in Accounting Policy

The non cancellable operating lease commitments in the Notes to the 2008
financial statements were incorrectly stated. The amount incorrectly stated
relates to a lease agreement that had not been finalised by the reporting date of
30 June 2008. Correction of the error has been disclosed in Notes 26 (a) and (b).
This error did not have effect on the financial statements.

There were no voluntary changes in CCYP’s accounting policies during the 2008-09
financial year.

Key sources of estimation uncertainty
There were no estimates or assumptions made concerning the future, or other key
sources of estimation uncertainty at the balance sheet date that are likely to have a
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities within the next financial year.

6

AASB 2007-09 ‘Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the
review of AASs 27, 29 and 31 [AASB 3, AASB 5, AASB 8, AASB 101, AASB 114,
AASB 116, AASB 127 & AASB 137];

Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards not yet operative
CCYP cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard or Australian
Accounting Interpretation unless specifically permitted by TI 1101 ‘Application of
Australian Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements’. Consequently, CCYP
has not applied early the following Australian Accounting Standards and Australian
Accounting Interpretations that have been issued and which may impact CCYP but
are not yet effective. Where applicable, CCYP plans to apply these Standards and
Interpretations from their application date:

Disclosure of Accounting Policy and Estimates
Initial application of an Australian Accounting Standard
CCYP has applied the following Australian Accounting Standards and Australian
Accounting Interpretations effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after
1 July 2008 that impacted on CCYP:
Review of AAS 27 ‘Financial Reporting by Local Governments’, AAS 29 ‘Financial
Reporting by Government Departments’ and AAS 31 ‘Financial Reporting by
Governments’. The AASB has made the following pronouncemnets from its short
term review of AAS 27, AAS 29 and AAS 31:
AASB 1004 ‘Contributions’;
AASB 1050 ‘Administered Items’;
AASB 1051 ‘Land Under Roads’;
AASB 1052 ‘Disaggregated Disclosures’;
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Operative for reporting periods beginning on/after
AASB 101 ‘Presentation of Financial Statements’ (September
2007). This Standard has been revised and will change the
structure of the financial statements. These changes will require
that owner changes in equity are presented separately from
non-owner changes in equity. CCYP does not expect any
financial impact when the Standard first applied.
AASB 2008-13 ‘Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB Interpretation 17 – Distributions
of Non-cash Assets to Owners [AASB 5 & AASB 110]. This
standard amends AASB 5 ‘Non-current Assets Held for Sale
and Discontinued Operations’ in respect of the classification,
presentation and measurement of non-current assets held for
distribution to owners in their capacity as owners. This may
impact on the presentation and classification of Crown land held
by CCYP where the Crown land is sold by the Department of
Planning and Infrastructure. CCYP does not expect any financial
impact when the Standard is first applied prospectively.

8

1 January 2009

Supplies and Service
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

73,170

8,553

Contractors

444,839

56,259

Consultants

26,346

44,669

129,069

57,600

44,437

9,873

Communications

Consumables
Travel

1 July 2009

Lease, Rent and Hire Costs

(a)

Other

87,839

5,524

69,893

32,140

875,593

214,618

(a) Accommodation expenses for 2008 $54,699 have been reclassified and transferred
from Lease, Rent and Hire Costs to note 10 ‘Accommodation expenses’.
9

Depreciation and amortisation expense
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

Computer equipment

11,945

5,139

Furniture fixtures and fittings

15,282

-

Office equipment

2,077

696

Total Depreciation

29,304

5,835

Depreciation

7

Employee benefits expense
2009 ($)
Wages and salaries(a)

2008 ($)

1,148,775

435,173

123,048

27,881

Long service leave(c)

42,490

2,175

Annual leave

97,265

14,689

Other related expenses

11,790

6,535

1,423,368

486,453

Superannuation - defined contribution plans

(b)

(c)

(a) Includes the value of the fringe benefit to the employee plus the fringe benefit tax
component.

Intangible assets

5,028

838

Total amortisation

5,028

838

34,332

6,673

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

205,605

54,699

Total depreciation and amortisation

10 Accommodation expenses

(b) Defined contribution plans include West State and Gold State and GESB Super
Scheme (contributions paid).

Lease rentals

(c) Includes a superannuation contribution component.

Repairs and maintenance

Employment on-costs such as workers’ compensation insurance are included
at note 11 ‘Other Expenses’. The employment on-costs liability is included in
note 21 ‘Provisions’.
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Cleaning

40,780

-

4,636

-

251,021

54,699

11 Other expenses
Employment on-cost(a)
Other

(b)

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

8,617

3,167

10,267

-

18,884

3,167

(a) Includes workers’ compensation insurance and other employment on-costs. The oncosts liability associated with the recognition of annual and long service leave liability is
included at note 21 ‘Provisions’. Superannuation contributions accrued as part of the
provision for leave are employee benefits and are not included in employment on-costs.
(b) Audit fee, see also note 31 ‘Remuneration of auditor’.
12 Other revenue
Refunds

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

17,305

-

17,305

-

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

2,621,000

1,365,000

2,621,000

1,365,000

Office Equipment

-

12,996

Total asset assumed/(transferred)

0

12,996

Appropriation received during the year:

The following assets have been assumed from/(transferred to)
other state government agencies during the financial year:(b)

Resources received free of charge (c)

(c) W
 here assets or services have been received free of charge or for nominal cost,
CCYP recognises revenues equivalent to the fair value of the assets and/or the fair
value of those services that can be reliably measured and which would have been
purchased if they were not donated, and those fair values shall be recognised as
assets or expenses, as applicable. Where the contribution of assets or services are in
the nature of contributions by owners, CCYP makes an adjustment direct to equity.

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

16,902

8,043

16,902

8,043

Non-current
Accrued salaries suspense account (a)

(a) Amount held in the suspense account is only to be used for the purpose of
meeting the 27th pay in a financial year that occurs every 11 years.
15 Receivables
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

126,268

92,064

-

-

Current

Determined on the basis of the following estimates provided
by agencies:
Department of the Attorney General - Corporate Services

(b) Where the Treasurer or other entity has assumed a liability, CCYP recognises
revenues equivalent to the amount of the liability assumed and an expense relating
to the nature of the event or events that initially gave rise to the liability. From 1 July
2002 non-discretionary non-reciprocal transfers of net assets (ie. restructuring of
administrative arrangements) have been classified as Contributions by Owners
(CBOs) under TI 955 and are taken directly to equity. Discretionary transfers of
assets between State Government agencies are reported as assets assumed/
(transferred) under Income from State Government.

14 Restricted cash and cash equivalents

13 Income from State Government

Service appropriations(a)

receivable (asset). The receivable (holding account) comprises the depreciation
expense for the year and any agreed increase in leave liability during the year.

Receivables
15,983

-

Allowances for impairment of receivables

15,983

-

Accrued Revenue

17,278

-

GST Receivable

98,704

20,113

2,636,983

1,377,996

(a) Service appropriations are accrual amounts reflecting the full cost of services
delivered. The appropriation revenue comprises a cash component and a

Prepayments

4,350

-

Total Current

246,600

112,177
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16 Amounts receivable for services
Current
Non-Current

Reconciliation
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

-

-

21,000

-

21,000

0

Represents the non-cash component of service appropriations. See note 3(m)
‘Amounts receivable for services (Holding Account)’. It is restricted in that it can
only be used for asset replacement or payment of leave liability.

Total ($)

2009
Additions
Correction from prior period(b)
Depreciation

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

36,065

37,220

2008

(17,083)

(5,139)

Carrying amount at start of year

-

-

18,982

32,081

Carrying amount at end of year

32,081

19,967

-

52,048

-

-

443,101

443,101

(1,155)

-

-

(1,155)

(11,944)

(2,077)

(15,282)

(29,303)

18,982

17,890

427,819

464,691

-

-

-

-

37,220

20,663

-

57,883

(a)

At Cost (b)
Accumulated depreciation
Accumulated impairment losses
Office equipment
At cost

20,663

20,663

Accumulated depreciation

(2,773)

(696)

-

-

17,890

19,967

At cost

443,101

-

Accumulated depreciation

(15,282)

-

-

-

Accumulated impairment losses
Furniture fixtures and fittings

Accumulated impairment losses

427,819

0

464,691

52,048

(a) The category ‘Plant and equipment’ presented in 2007-08 financial statements
has been renamed as ‘Computer hardware’.
(b) The decrease in plant and equipment at cost value of ($1,155) relates to the
purchase of the Kodak scanner which was transferred to equity correction of a
prior period. See note 23 ‘Equity’.
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Computer
Office Furniture fixture
hardware (a) ($) equipment ($)
and fittings ($)
Carrying amount at start of year

17 Property, Plant and Equipment
Computer Hardware

Reconciliations of the carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment at the
beginning and end of the reporting period are set out below:
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Additions
Depreciation

(5,139)

(696)

-

(5,835)

Carrying amount at end of year

32,081

19,967

-

52,048

(a) The category ‘Plant and equipment’ presented in 2007-08 financial statements
has been renamed as ‘Computer hardware’.
(b) The decrease in plant and equipment at cost value of ($1,155) relates to the
purchase of the Kodak scanner which was transferred to equity correction of a
prior period. See note 23 ‘Equity’.

18 Intangible assets

21 Provisions
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

Computer Software
15,086

15,086

Accumulated amortisation

(5,867)

(838)

Accumulated impairment losses

Long service leave

(b)

14,248

14,248

-

Additions

-

15,086

Classified as held for sale

-

-

Revaluation increments

-

-

Impairment losses recognised in Income Statement

-

-

Employee benefits provision

Impairment losses reversed in Income Statement

-

-

Long service leave(b)

(5,029)

(838)

9,219

14,248

19 Impairment of assets

20 Payables
2009 ($)

Employment on-costs(c)

69,760

216,011

89,355

904

415

904

415

216,915

89,770

82,163

20,043

Non-current

Puchased leave scheme

Employment on-costs(c)

CCYP held no goodwill or intangible assets with an indefinite useful life during the
reporting period and at balance sheet date there were no intangible assets not yet
available for use.

47,581

20,043

331

94

331

94

83,644

20,137

2008 ($)
18,567

Accrued Expenses

75,678

219,810

Accrued Salaries

15,176

6,133

138,435

244,510

See also note 3(o) ‘Payables’ and note 29 ‘Financial Instruments’.

1,150
83,313

(a)	Annual leave liabilities have been classified as current as there is no unconditional
right to defer settlement for at least 12 months after balance sheet date.
Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities will occur as follows:
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

Within 12 months of balance sheet date

61,671

19,595

More than 12 months after balance sheet date

16,646

-

78,317

19,595

Current

Total current

137,694

Other provisions

There were no indications of impairment to property, plant and equipment, and
intangible assets at 30 June 2009.

Trade payables

19,595

Other provisions

Computer Software

Amortisation expense

78,317

Employee benefits provision
Annual leave(a)

9,219

Carrying amount at end of year

2008 ($)

Current

At cost

Carrying amount at start of year

2009 ($)

(b)	Long service leave liabilities have been classified as current where there is no
unconditional right to defer settlement for at least 12 months after balance date.
Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities will occur as follows:
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Within 12 months of balance sheet date
More than 12 months after balance sheet date

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

137,694

-

82,163

89,803

219,857

89,803

23 Equity
Equity represents the residual interest in the net assets of CCYP. The Government holds
the equity interest in CCYP on behalf of the community. The asset revaluation reserve
represents that portion of equity resulting from the revaluation of non-current assets.
Contributed Equity

(c)	The settlement of annual and long service leave liabilities gives rise to the
payment of employment on-costs including worker’s compensation insurance.
The provision is the present value of expected future payments.

Balance at the start of the year

612,386

-

Movement in Other Provisions

Contributions by owners

Movements in each class of provisions during the financial year, other than employee
benefits are set out below.

Capital Contributions

420,000

-

Total Contributions by owners

420,000

-

612,386

-

Employment on-cost provision
Carrying amount at start of year

509

-

Additional provisions recognised

726

509

-

-

Payments/other sacrifices of economic benefits
Unwinding of discount
Carrying amount at end of year

1,235

509

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)
Balance at the start of the year
Changes in accounting policy or correction of prior period errors

(6,035)

-

Result for the period

51,090

612,386

(a)

Income and expense recognised directly to equity

22 Other Current Liabilities

Balance at the end of the year

Current
Other

3,331

-

Total current

3,331

-

Other current liabilities includes the provision for FBT liability and GST payable.
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Reserves
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0

-

657,441

612,386

(a)	In the 2007–08 financial statements a Kodak scanner was reported as being
transferred from another State Government department to CCYP. The value
reported was for $7,355. In the 2008–09 financial year CCYP was required to
reimburse the State Government department for the cost of the scanner. The
cost of the scanner was $4,880 plus software which was paid in 2007–08 to the
value of $1,320. The difference in original cost of ($1,155) was transferred from
plant and equipment to correction of a prior period. The purchase price of the
scanner $4,880 was also costed to equity correction of prior period.

24 Notes to the Cash Flow Statement

(b) This reverses out the GST in receivables and payables.

Reconciliation of cash

(c)	Note that the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) receivable/payable in respect of GST
and the receivable/payable in respect of the sale/purchase of non-current assets
are not included in these items as they do not form part of the reconciling items.

Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the Cash Flow Statement is
reconciled to the related items in the Balance Sheet as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash equivalents (refer to note 14)

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

761,354

780,287

16,902

8,043

778,256

788,330

25 Resources provided free of charge
CCYP did not provide any resources to other agencies free of charge.
26 Commitments

Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash flows
provided by/(used in) operating activities

Non-cancellable operating leases commitments

Net cost of services

Within 1 year (a)

(2,585,893)

(765,610)

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

Non-cash items:
Depreciation and amortisation expense

34,332

6,673

Doubtful debts expense

-

Superannuation expense

-

Resources received free of charge

15,983

Net (gain)/loss on sale of property, plant and equipment

-

(Increase)/decrease in assets:
Current receivables(c)

(55,832)

(92,064)

Other current assets

(21,000)

-

Non-current receivables

-

Increase/(decrease) in liabilities:
Current payables

(106,075)

223,143

Current provisions

127,145

89,770

Other current liabilities

3,294

-

Non-current provisions

63,507

20,137

Net GST receipts/(payments)(a)
Change in GST in receivables/payables(b)
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

(78,554)

-

29,822

(20,113)

(2,573,271)

(538,064)

Later than 5 years

(b)

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

126,125

122,521

7,886

23,932

-

-

134,011

146,453

(a)	The non cancellable operating lease commitments in the 2008 financial
statements for the category ‘Within 1 year’ was incorrectly stated as $193,568.
The amount incorrectly stated relates to a lease agreement that had not been
finalised by the reporting date of 30 June 2008. The correct value should have
been $122,521.
(b)	Similarly the non cancellable operating lease commitments in the 2008 financial
statements for the category ‘Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years’ were
incorrectly stated as $675,180. The amount related to a lease agreement that
had not been finalised by the reporting date. The correct value should have been
$23,932. Property lease commitments for CCYP at Subiaco commenced after a
memorandum of understanding was signed in January 2009.
The non cancellable operating leases represent CCYP’s property lease and leases on
its motor vehicles. The property lease is a non-cancellable lease with a term expiring
November 2009 with a further option to renew the lease for another two years,
negotiations for which remained ongoing at 30 June 2009. Rent, outgoings and
car parking rental are payable monthly. Contingent rent provisions within the lease
agreement allow for the minimum lease payments to be reviewed and increased in
line with movements in market rents.

(a) This is the net GST paid/received, i.e cash transaction.
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The motor vehicle lease is a non-cancellable lease with a two year term, with lease
payments monthly. New vehicle leases are negotiated at the end of this period, the
number of vehicle leases being subject to CCYP’s operational needs.

There were no significant variances in expenditure on the consultation, research
and promotion service.
(2) Significant variances between actuals for 2008 and 2009

Other expenditure commitments for operational expenditure contracted for at the
balance sheet date but not recognised as liabilities, are payable as follows:
2009 ($)

Total appropriation to deliver services and total income

2008 ($)

Within 1 year (a)

2008 $

Variance $

2,621,000

1,365,000

1,256,000

17,305

-

17,305

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

-

-

Total income

Later than 5 years

-

-

Total appropriation provided to deliver services for the year

(a)	An amount of $12,798 was stated in the 2008 financial statements as being other
expenditure commitments in the category ‘Within 1 year’. It has been determined
that the value entered last financial was not in fact commitments.
These commitments are all inclusive of GST.

There were no events occurring after the reporting date that impact on the financial
statements.
28 Explanatory Statement
In 2007-08 CCYP was funded by way of a Transfer of Appropriation under Section 25
of the Financial Management Act (FMA) Transfer of Appropriation. Formal Parliamentary
Appropriation for CCYP’s services commenced in 2008-09, CCYP’s first full year of
operation. The Treasurer approved increased funding of $1.2 million from the 2007-08
Actual to provide for the sufficient staffing and resourcing of the Agency. The new budget
of $2.6 million reflected CCYP’s move towards full establishment and independent role.
The explanatory statement required under the FMA is focused on significant variances
between CCYP’s overall funding and overall expenditure against that appropriation.
Significant variations are considered to be those greater than 10% or $261,400.

Consultation, research
and promotion

2009 $

2008 $

Variance $

2,603,198

765,610

1,837,588

In its first full year of operation CCYP more than doubled its staff to bring it close
to full establishment, incurred increased commercial leasing costs, relocated
to permanent accommodation, established a website and a corporate identity,
engaged strategic management consultants and secured professional services
to assist with a range of the Commissioner’s core functions, acquired office
equipment, fleet and service contracts to enable it to operate as a department.
Significant variances between estimate and actual for 2009
Capital Contribution: A one-off capital appropriation of $420,000 was made in
2008-09 to allow CCYP to secure and fit out permanent office accommodation.
Significant variances between actuals for 2008 and 2009

(1) Significant variances between estimate and actual for 2009

Capital Contribution

Total appropriation to deliver services
Consultation, research
and promotion

CCYP’s original budget of $1.365 million was set prior to the legislation being
finalised and therefore some statutory requirements were unfunded, specifically
in relation to the Commissioner’s independent function. The 2008-09 budget of
$2.621 million reflected increased costs and independent role.
Service Expenditure

27 Event occuring after the balance sheet date.
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Total appropriation provided to
deliver services for the year

2009 $

2009 Estimate ($)

2009 Actual ($)

Variation ($)

2,614,000

2,603,198

10,802

Capital Contribution
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2009 $

2008 $

Variance $

420,000

-

420,000

29 Financial Instruments
(a) Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
Financial Instruments held by CCYP are cash and cash equivalents,
restricted cash and cash equivalents and receivables and payables. All
of CCYP’s cash is held in the public bank account (non-interest bearing)
apart from restricted cash held in a special purpose account. CCYP has
limited exposure to financial risks. CCYP’s overall risk management program
focuses on managing the risks identified below.
Credit risk
Credit risk arises when there is the possibility of CCYP’s receivables defaulting
on their contractual obligations resulting in financial loss to CCYP. CCYP
measures credit risk on a fair value basis and monitors risk on regular basis.
The maximum credit risk at balance sheet date in relation to each class of
recognised financial assets is the gross carrying amount of those assets
inclusive of any provisions for impairment, as shown in the table at note 29(c).
Credit risk associated with CCYP’s financial assets is minimal because the
main receivable is amounts owing from other government agencies. For
receivables other than government, CCYP trades only with recognised,
creditworthy third parties. In addition, receivable balances are monitored
on a ongoing basis with the result that CCYPs exposure to bad debts is
minimal. There are no significant concentrations of credit risk.
Provision for impairment of financial assets is calculated based on past
experience, and current and expected changes in client credit ratings.
For financial assets that are either past due or impaired, refer to note 15
‘Receivables’.
Liquidity risk
CCYP is exposed to liquidity risk through its trading in the normal course
of business. Liquidity risk arises when CCYP is unable to meet its financial
obligations as they fall due.
CCYP has appropriate procedures to manage cash flows including
drawdowns of appropriations by monitoring forecast cash flows to ensure
that sufficient funds are available to meet its commitments.

Market risk
CCYP does not trade in foreign currency and is not materially exposed to
other price risks. Other than as detailed in the interest rate sensitivity analysis
table at Note 29(c), CCYP is not exposed to interest rate risk because
all other cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash are non-interest
bearing, and CCYP has no borrowings.
(b) Categories of Financial Instruments
In addition to cash, the carrying amounts of each of the following categories of
financial assets and financial liabilities at the balance sheet date are as follows
2009 ($)

2008 ($)

761,354

780,287

16,902

8,043

(a)

168,896

92,064

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost

138,435

244,510

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Loans and receivables
Financial Liabilities

(a)	The amount of receivables excludes GST recoverable from the ATO
(statutory receivable).
(c) Financial Instrument disclosures
Credit Risk and interest Rate Risk Exposures
The following tables disclose the Commission’s maximum exposure to credit
risk, interest rate exposures and the ageing analysis of financial assets.
CCYP’s maximum exposure to credit risk at the balance sheet date is the
carrying amount of the financial assets as shown below. The table discloses
the ageing of financial assets that are past due but not impaired and
impaired in financial assets. The table is based on information provided to
senior management of CCYP.
CCYP does not hold any collateral as security or other credit enhancements
relating to the financial assets it holds.
CCYP does not hold any financial assets that had to have their terms renegotiated
that would have otherwise resulted in them being past due or impaired.
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Interest rate exposures and ageing analysis of financial assets (a)
Weighted
average
effective
interest rate %

Past due but not impaired
Carrying
Amount
($)

Variable
interest rate
($)

Non-Interest
Bearing
($)

Up to
3 months
($)

3-12
months
($)

1-2 Years
($)

2-3 Years
($)

3-4 Years
$)

4-5 Years
($)

More than
5 Years
($)

Financial assets
2009
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash
equivalent
Receivables(a)
Amount receivable for
services
2008
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash
equivalent
Receivables(a)

761,354

-

761,354

-

-

-

-

-

16,902
147,896

-

16,902
147,896

102,786

23,482

-

-

-

-

-

21,000
947,152

-

21,000
947,152

102,786

23,482

-

-

-

-

-

780,287

-

780,287

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,043
92,064
880,394

-

8,043
92,064
880,394

92,064
92,064

-

-

-

-

-

-

(a) The amount of receivables excludes the GST recoverable from the ATO (statutory receivable).

Liquidity Risk
The following table details the contractual maturity analysis for financial liabilities. The contractual maturity amounts are representative of the undiscounted amounts at the balance
sheet date. The table includes both interest and principal cash flows.

Interest rate exposure and maturity analysis of financial liabilities
Weighted
average
effective
interest rate %

Carrying
Amount
($)

Variable
interest rate
($)

Non-Interest
Bearing
($)

Adjustment
for
discounting
($)

Maturity Dates

Total
Nominal
Amount
($)

Up to 3
months
($)

3-12
months
($)

1-2 Years
($)

Financial Liabilities
2009
Payables

138,435
138,435

-

138,435
138,435

-

-

138,435
138,435

-

-

244,510
244,510

-

244,510
244,510

-

-

244,510
244,510

-

-

2008
Payables
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2-3 Years
($)

4-5 Years
($)

More than
5 Years
($)

Interest rate sensitivity analysis
None of CCYP’s financial assets and liabilities at the balance sheet date are sensitive
to movements in interest rates, hence movements in interest rates have no bottom line
impact on CCYP’s surplus or equity.

Fair Values
All financial assets and liabilities recognised in the balance sheet, whether they are
carried at cost or fair value, are recognised at amounts that represent a reasonable
approximation of fair value unless otherwise stated in the applicable notes.
30 Remuneration of senior officers
Remuneration
The number of senior officers whose total of fees, salaries, superannuation, nonmonetary benefits and other benefits for the financial year, fall within the following
bands are:
$

2009

2008

30,001 - 40,000

1

40,001 - 50,000

1

70,001 - 80,000

3

90,001 - 100,000

1

100,001 - 110,000
210,001 - 220,000
The total remuneration of senior officers is:

1
1
544,762

183,165

The total remuneration includes the superannuation expense incurred by CCYP in
respect of senior officers.
No senior officers are members of the Pension Scheme.
31 Remuneration of Auditor
Remuneration payable to the Auditor General in respect of the audit for the current
financial year is as follows:

Auditing the accounts, financial statements and performance indicators

2009 ($)

2008 ($)

16,000

8,300

The expense is included at note 11 ‘Other expenses’.
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Key performance indicators
The Commissioner for Children and Young People’s key performance
indicators were approved by the Government’s Outcome Structure Review
Group on 7 April 2009 and will be fully reported against in the 2009-10
Annual Report.

Key effectiveness indicators
The key effectiveness indicators enable the Commissioner to assess and monitor
the outcome of ensuring ‘the views and issues of children and young people are
heard and acted upon’.
In 2009-10, this outcome will be measured as follows:
Effectiveness indicator

Measure

Target 2009-10

1.1 The extent to which
children and young people
in various regions of the
State are consulted

Number of consultation
projects conducted each
year and the locations
(regions) in which the
consultations were held

5 consultations, including:

1.2 The extent to which
Number of submissions
issues impacting upon
prepared each year
children and young people
are identified through
consultation and research

70

3 regional
2 metropolitan
10 submissions
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Key efficiency indicators
The key efficiency indicators measure the Commissioner’s core service of
‘consulting, researching and promoting the wellbeing of children and young people’.
In 2009-10, the efficiency of services will be measured as follows:
Efficiency indicator

Measure

Target 2009-10

1.1 Average cost per
consultation exercise with
children and young people

Staff hours and operational
costs involved in planning,
arranging and attending
consultation

$200,345*

1.2 Average cost of
conducting research and
consultation to prepare a
submission

Staff hours and operational
costs involved in planning,
researching, writing a
submission

$161,276*

*Targets published in 2009-10 Budget papers – based on total Commissioner for Children and Young People
Budget divided by the number of consultations/submissions. It is likely these figures will be significantly less when
calculated using the KPI data collection tool.

Other financial disclosures

Disability Access and Inclusion Plan

Capital projects
The Commissioner for Children and Young People was allocated $420,000 in
capital works funding in 2008-09 towards the costs of relocating to permanent
offices. Of this, $255,000 was paid to the Department of Health for the purchase
of loose furniture and fittings and a $197,000 tender awarded to construct a
reception area with improved access for children and young people and their
families, including those with disabilities.
Work commenced in February 2009 and staff permanently relocated to Subiaco
in April 2009 and the office refurbishment was completed in June 2009.
Meeting rooms and a consultation/workshop space for children and young people
and organisations working with children and young people have been provided.

Other legal requirements
Advertising
In accordance with section 175ZE of the Electoral Act 1907, the Commissioner
for Children and Young People incurred the following expenditure on advertising,
market research, polling and direct mail:

The Commissioner for Children and Young People’s inaugural Disability Access
and Inclusion Plan 2009–2012 was finalised and approved by the Disability
Services Commission in June 2009. The comprehensive plan addresses
requirements of public authorities under the Disability Services Act 1993, as well
as access and inclusion requirements under the WA Equal Opportunity Act 1984
and the Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA).
The Commissioner’s first major step toward providing better services for people
with disabilities in 2008-09 was to relocate the office to a street-level location.
The office provides disabled parking and wheelchair access at ground floor level,
and lift access to a basement car park.
Refurbishment of the office space was also undertaken to ensure ease of
access by people with a disability. It includes Braille foyer signage, a wide sliding
front door, low-height reception desk with wheelchair and pram access, and a
wheelchair-access toilet and shower facility.
The Commissioner’s website www.ccyp.wa.gov.au was also re-designed this
year to comply with e-Government disability standards.
In addition, the Commissioner finalised an ‘Access and Inclusion Policy Statement’
to support the Government’s six outcomes for people with disabilities.

Total expenditure for 2008-09 was $15,145.
Expenditure was incurred in the following areas:

Advertising agencies
Market research organisations

Amount

Organisation

Expenditure

$4,365

AdCorp

$4,365

$10,780

Synovate

$10,780

Polling organisations

Nil

Nil

Direct mail organisations

Nil

Nil

Media advertising organsations

Nil

Nil

All advertising agency expenditure relates to advertisements placed to recruit staff.
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Measures implemented in 2008-09 included:

Compliance with Public Sector Standards and Ethical Codes

Outcome 1: The Commissioner for Children and Young People identified
children and young people with disabilities as a priority group and ensured their
participation in all activities and consultation wherever appropriate.

The Commissioner for Children and Young People is an independent statutory
officer, reporting directly to the Parliament of Western Australia.

Outcome 2: Access to the buildings and other facilities of the Commissioner for
Children and Young People was designed to meet the special needs of children
and young people with disabilities and access arrangements were made clear
and publicised.
Outcome 3: Children and young people with disabilities had access to
information from the Commissioner in a suitable format through information and
services that follow the Guidelines for State Government Websites, with work
underway towards achieving the Web Content Accessibility Guideline standard
developed by World Wide Consortium (W3C).
Outcome 4: Children and young people with disabilities received the same
level and quality of service from the staff of the Commissioner. Procedures
were established to promote the awareness of staff about disability and access
and staff performance management and development arrangements linked to
responsibilities set out in the Disability Access and Inclusion Plan.
Outcome 5: Children and young people with disabilities had the same
opportunities as other people to make complaints as complaints management
processes and outcome satisfaction survey forms were available in alternative
formats, on request.
Outcome 6: Children and young people with disabilities had the same
opportunities as other people to participate in any public consultation by the
Commissioner and policies, mechanisms and practices ensured the children
and young people with disability were heard by the Commissioner, for example,
through the Participation Policy.

However, to promote transparency and accountability of the office, the
Commissioner is pleased to report against the standards established by the
Public Sector Management Act 1994 for Government agencies.
Public Sector Standards and Ethical Codes
Compliance with s 31(1) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994
In the administration of the Office, I have complied with the Public Sector
Standards in Human Resource Management, the Western Australian Public
Sector Code of Ethics and the Conduct Guide published by the Office of the
Public Sector Standards Commissioner. Regular staff meetings were held
where any matters relevant to Public Sector Standards could be raised and
discussed and all employees were briefed on the Code of Ethics and Conduct
Guide as part of their induction on commencement.
I have established procedures to ensure such compliance and conducted
appropriate internal assessments to satisfy myself that the statement above is
correct. In keeping with the new process introduced by the Commissioner for
Public Sector Standards, the Office also completed the Annual Agency Survey
in 2008-09, which covers compliance issues related to all three Acts.
I am pleased to report that in 2008-09 applications made for breach of standards
review and the corresponding outcomes for the reporting period were:
• Number lodged: Nil
• Number of breaches found, including details of multiple breaches per
application: Nil
• Number still under review: Nil

Michelle Scott
Commissioner for Children and Young People
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Recordkeeping Plan
The Commissioner’s Recordkeeping Plan, developed in accordance with Section
61 of the State Records Act 2000 in 2007-08, was evaluated in 2008-09 and
some amendments made in consultation with the State Records Office.
A revised Recordkeeping Plan was re-submitted to the State Records
Commission, with the addition of a functional Retention & Disposal Schedule,
Business Classification Scheme and Recordkeeping Policies and Procedures, and
is expected to be reviewed by the State Records Commission in November 2009.
The Commissioner for Children and Young People has stored records
electronically, with very limited storage of hard copy documents since the
commencement of operations in 2007-08, and this approach is guided by a
formal internal policy regarding the printing of documents.
Every member of the Commissioner’s staff is responsible for ensuring they are
aware of, and comply with, the record keeping standards outlined in the State
Records Act 2000.
From May 2009, all new staff at the office were provided with self-paced
online training modules in both recordkeeping standards and in the records
management system during the induction period, while existing staff also
undertook both these online training courses during the year.
Ministerial directives
Except under Section 26 of the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act
2006, the Commissioner is not subject to direction by the Minister, or any other
person in the performance of her functions.
There were no directions under Section 26 of the Act in 2008-2009.

Government policy requirements
Corruption Prevention
(Premier’s Circular 2005/02: Corruption Prevention)
All employees of the office of the Commissioner for Children and Young People
operate in accordance with standards set by the Commissioner under the office’s
‘Complaints Policy’, which is informed by the Australian Standard for Complaints
Handling, the WA Ombudsman, the WA Corruption and Crime Commission and
the Office of the Public Sector Standards Commissioner.
The ‘Complaints Policy’ addresses the procedures for handling complaints,
which includes any allegation of misconduct against a staff member, promoting
professional responses to complaints and suggestions, ensuring complaints are
dealt with fairly and consistently, creating opportunities for complaints to inform
the continual improvement of the Commissioner’s services and processes, and
strengthening public confidence in administrative processes.
All new staff in 2008-09 were informed of the ‘Complaints Policy’ and procedures
on induction and there were no complaints alleging misconduct or corruption to
30 June 2009.
Should any complaint of misconduct or corruption be received the policy ensures
it is referred directly to the Commissioner.
Substantive Equality
(Public Sector Commissioner’s Circular 2009/23)
The Commissioner for Children and Young People is not represented on the
Strategic Management Council but supports the intent and substance of the
Policy Framework for Substantive Equality.
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Following consultation with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander stakeholders,
the Commissioner, office personnel and the Department of Indigenous Affairs,
developed a Reconciliation Action Plan, which was endorsed by Reconciliation
Australia and published on the Commissioner’s website in June 2009. The Plan
contains strategies and actions to deliver realistic, achievable and measurable
actions that support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people.
The Commissioner also drew on the cultural expertise of Aboriginal
advisors during the year to ensure the needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children and young people were embedded across all areas of the
Commissioner’s work.
Occupational Safety, Health and Injury Management
The Commissioner for Children and Young People developed an Occupational
Safety and Health Policy in September 2008, including incident and accident
reporting forms, which are stored electronically and available to staff.
The Policy demonstrates the Commissioner’s commitment to preventing workrelated injury or illness and aligns to occupational safety and health legislation,
as well as to the Code of Practice Occupational Safety & Health in the Western
Australian Public Sector 2007.
In 2008-09, the Commissioner worked in partnership with staff to adopt a
continuous improvement approach to optimise safety and ensure the wellbeing of
all employees under the new Policy framework. All new employees were briefed
on emergency evacuation procedures as part of their induction and occupational
safety and health was a standing item on the agenda of regular staff meetings.
The Department of Treasury and Finance Shared Services Occupation Safety
and Health Team also conducted an ergonomic review and assessment of staff
workstations at the new office in April 2009. The Department recommended
a number of additional measures be adopted, and measures were being
progressively introduced to address these recommendations as at 30 June 2009.
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Statement against Occupational Safety and Health Policy
In the administration of the Office, I have complied with the injury management
requirements of the Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981.
I have put in place procedures designed to ensure such compliance and
conducted appropriate internal assessments to satisfy myself that the
statement above is correct.
A summary of occupational safety and health incidents in 2008-2009 is below:
Indicator

2007-08

2008-09

Target 2009-10

Number of fatalities

0

0

0

Lost time injury/disease (LTI/D)
incidence rate

0

0

0

Lost time injury severity rate

0

0

0

Percentage of injured workers
returned to work within 28 weeks

N/A

N/A

100%

Percentage of managers trained
in occupational safety, health and
injury management responsibilities

75%

75%

100%

Michelle Scott
Commissioner for Children and Young People
28 September 2009
The Department of Treasury and Finance’s Shared Services handles the
Commissioner for Children and Young People’s workers compensation claims
and injury management.
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